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MISSILE AIRFRAME,

OBJECTIVE:

To become familiar with weapon system develop~ent and missile airframe
components; and construction.

INTRODUCTION

During the development of any missile, periodic reports are published
giving new developments and the results from tests made on current models.
By readina these reports you would rea lize the complexity of the problems
t~at confront designers in the development of new missiles. Payload capa-
bility. range, production time, speed, and control configurations are but a
few of the problems discussed in these reports. You can readily see that
considerations given to missile design are many and varied, and no one prob-
lem stands alone when a new missile is being developed.

In this Study Guide, we will discuss the development cycle, airframe
design considerations, airframe components, construction and maintenance
techniques.

DEVELOPING A WEAPON SYSTEM,

The first recognized ballistic missile effort for this country started
in 1946, when the Air Force began an orderly and systematic missile develop-
ment program. Contracts were negotiated for Rocket Propulsion Systems and a
long range missile development program to include studies of missile guidance,
flight control, rocket engine gimbaling and lightweight missile structures.

The Air Force Ballistic Missile Program benefited during these post war
years from other Air Force Guided Missile programs such as Matador; ,Snark ·and
Navajo, and from the Air Defense Missile Development program. All contribu-
ted to the solution of ballistic missile propulsion, guidance, control, and
structural problems. However, the ballistic missile program was kept at a
relative low level until 1950 because more conventional guided missiles ap-
peared to offer the best and easiest solution to the range, payload, and
accuracy program which faced long range strategi~ missile designers. In
particular, two inhibiting factors were the lack of attractive, payload in
terms of weight versus yield, and concern over protection of the payload on
re-entry. The re-entry problem was an extremely difficult one and was not
solved until a much later date. IT

I I

By 1950, Air Force agencies felt that enough progress has been made in
these areas to warrant study and limited design of an ICBM. A contract was
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awarded in 1951 for the aevelopment of the ICBM. This was the original Atlas
Program, in which conservative development policies were followed, due to
technical proolems still to oe solved. By 1953. the impending solutions to
mos~ of these problems, allowing design and initial construction of the Atlas,
was near.

In 1953 the Atomic Energy Commission announced a thermonuclear break-
through that pointed the way to design and production of small high-yield
warheads. Also in 19~3. the Department of Defense conducted a thorough ex-
amination of all long-range missile programs. The "Teapot" Committee was
formed, composed of outstanding scientists and engineers. Their report made
possible the recommendations that an accelerated Atlas program be established.

Tnese recommendations were approved and in August 1954 the Western de-
velopment Divi.sion later designated AFBMS and now the Ballistic Systems Divi-
s50n of AFSC was established. In early studies of the type organization to
be set up to manage and direct the program it was decided 'that there be cen-
tralized control and a highly qualified staff for technical direction and
system engineering~ The decision was made that the Air Force would retain
overall system responsibility, and contract for technical and scientific
staff •

The decision was made to discard the then current procedure of new
weapons buildup, that is, building a proto~type before venturing into pro-
duction. Instead, it was decided to attack all areas of assignment concur-
rently. thus the "concurrency concept" presently used on all missile and
rocket development was born. The primary objective and result of simul-
taneOUSly conducting the many management activities is the reduction of lead-
time by some three or more years.

Another unique aspect of Air Force ballistic missile program is the
participation of industry on an e, associ ate contractor" basi s , Each opera-
tion is conducted as a prime contract to tHe USAF for the development and
production of a particular major assembly or portion of a weapon system.
The responsibility for overall systems engineering and technical direction,
is carried out by the Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., a non-hardware-
producing corporation under contract to the Air Force.

An equally important new concept was employed in the production and
test phase. In order LO reduce production lead time it was decided to take
calculated risk of fabricating development test vehicles and subassemblies
on the same production lines which later would be accelerated to produce the
operational inventory. This procedure also allows oemonstration of relia-
bility of production hardware at the earliest possible datee This develop-
ment concept has been applied to all three of the liquid propellant Air
Force ballistic missiles (Thor~ Atlas. and Titan) •.

Development of the Atlas Intercontinental missile was the initial mis-
sion assigned to the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division (AFBMD). The
first Atlas was test launched on 11 June 1957. less than three years after
establishment of the AFBMD. Despite the fact the full programmed flight was
not completed. this launching was a2significant accomplishment particularly
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in view of scientific and technical challenges which were considered greater than
any previously faced in a major weapon system development. including the Manhattan
project. Subsequent tests of more advanced models have more than confirmed the
total full-range capability of the Atlas as America's earliest available interconti-
nental ballistic missile.

In May 1955, based upon the recommendation of the Air Force ScientIfic
Advisory Comm tt ee , a second ICBM program was authorized in order to provide a
dual approach to the difficult technical problems of ICBM development.

As the Atlas successfully matured, the need for Titan as "backu~' dis-
appeared, and the Titan proceeded as an i.ndependent weapon system, making an in-
dispensable contribution to the total ICBM inventory programmed for the near years.
An excellent example both of program management flexibility and Titan contributions
to the Atlas exists in the reorientation of the Arma-Bosch all-inertial guidance
system from its Titan role to its use in the Atlas. This change has provided the
capability of fully "hardening" later Atlas Squadrons.

Unprecedented success nas marked the inception of the Titan flight test
program. No previous ballistic missile had flown successfully on its initial
launch from Cape Canaveral. In contrast the first four Titan launches were com-
pletely successful in satisfying test o~ectives. It is also noteworthy that the
first Titan flew only three years after ground-breaking for the assembly plant.

The mission of developing the Thor Intermediate Range Ballist~c Missile was
assigned to the AFBMD in the late fall 01 19~5. Within ten months after signing
the airframe and missile assembly contract the first test missile was delivered
to Cape Canaveral for the initial test flight. Three months later, on 25 Jan 1957,
the first Thor was launched.

This highly compressed development time cycle was made possible in
measure by the use of assemblies previOUSly designed for the Atlas ICBM.
degree of initial confidence could be placed in the performance of these
blies under the less rigorous IRBM flight conditions.

great
A high

assem-

Although hardening and dispersal of the earliest available U.S. ICBM? s, Atlas
and Titan, is well warranted, the Minuteman is the pruduct of our search for
a weapon system of the highest possible cost-effectiveness. This fourth USAF
ballistic missile program is made possible by technological advances achieved
during the progress of Atlas, Titan1 and Thor. The greatly reduced weight, size
and the cost of the Minuteman, its simplicity anu adaptability to remotely con-
trolled, automated monitoring, and its near-instantaneous reaction time gave
promise of a reversal in tOday's trend of ever-increasing costs of modern weaponry.

Atlas and Titan will not be outmoded upon the availability of Minuteman.
Aside from need for these" heavy" ICBM's in the years prior to deployment of the
Minuteman It medi um" ICBM, tne ir appreci ably greater yields and range potenti als
should ensure their retailiatory value against certai.n targets throughout the
1960' s. 3
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What will have been achieved upon reaching the desired goal - when each of
the ICBM's and !RBM's have become a reliaole operational weapons system produced
in quantity? Paradoxically~ the best that can be hopea for is that they never be
tireu in anger - ~hat our ballistic missile capability will De so highly respected
by all potential aggressors as to indefinitely deter them from attacking us.

When Atlas and Titan boosters can be diverted from the overriding require-
ment to increase our operational ICBM inventory, they can be uti Li zed to place
larger payloads in terrestial orbit~ or for flights to nearer planets.

This should not imply that the ICBM and IRBM are "ultimate weapons" as they
are frequently called, nor that the ballistic missile will replace the mannea
Lnt.ercont inent al bomber; but that it will become one of the jnost -pocent and
convincing arms in our arsenal of strategic weapons.

MISSILE AIRFRAME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Tue airframe provides the missile with the necessary aerodynamic profile
for flight. It represents a compromise between air worthiness and strength to
weight considerations and is subjected to violent stresses from the engines and
the atmosphere.

An airframe is designed to support, contain. and protect the missile com-
ponents. Aerodynamically the airframe should be slender to enable minimum drag.
However, it must have great strength along the thrust line and the lateral axis.
Aerodynamic cleanliness is considered a secondary factor since the missile will
spend little of its total flight time in the atmosphere; therefore, missiles are
constructed rather short and wide with some external plumbing and equipment.

The system requires a stable unit with the ability of mounting sensitive
components and shielding them frum outside influence of shock, vibration and
electrical noise. A radio guidance system must also have some method of passing
information from the missile guidance set 'to the ground guidance system.

The propUlsion system must be capable of supplying sufficient thrust to
enable the desired range of the missile to be obtained. To the manufacturer, a
simple veh~cle capable of being built and repaired in the minimum time with the
mInimum tools is de ired. It is obvious tha· some sort of compromise must be
made to incorporate the essential features of each of these considerations.

One of the prime considerations in design and construction of- a missile is
weight. Each increased pound in missile weight will result In a decrease in the
range of between I and 10 miles. In order to increase aerodynamic efficiency a
sacrifice in strength and an increase in bending moment will be experienced by
the missile. This makes the missile difficult to construct and hard to control
in flight.

4
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Two methods 9f obtaining maximum strength to weight ratio have been em-
ployed in missile ~onstructiont full and semi-monocoque. The full monocoque
(Figure 1) approach resembles an eggshell, a container with no internal

Figure 1
Full Monocoque

FORMER Stringer

Figure 2
Semi-Monocoque

5
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stress memberso This unified concept saves considerable weight over the semi-
monocoque, (Figure 2) which like an aircraft is constructed of skin braced
wi~h bulkheads, stringers and formers. The latter is easier to build and
maintain but has a weight penalty whereas the former is light in weight but
has the problem of retaining it~ own shape. The full monocoque vehicle must
be pressurized to maintain strength and retain its shape.

Thi s obj ect that we call a miss! Le is of many ideas and modifications of
diverse approaches. It is small wonder that, as we watch the gleaming hard-
ware which is the result of a I these labors, there is terrific tension during
the controlled intonation of the simple words "four. three, two, one •••••"

AIRFRAME CONsrRUCTION AND COMPONENI'S

Up to the present time. fuselage construction of missiles seems to be
following the pattern of semimonocoque or full monocoque design. A semimono~
coque type usually has four main longitudinal members with secondary members
attached to them. The Titan, Thor and Minuteman airframes are of the semi-
monocoque type. In the full monocoque type, such as Atlas, the construction
depends entirely on the skin being attached to the secondary members, thus
forming a shell-like structureo The following paragraphs discuss the location
and purpose of the various sections of the semimonocoque design.

Re-Entry VehiCle Section

The re-entry vehiCle is a system in itself. It is considered a basic
section of the missile airframe only because it completes the aerodynamic
profile of the missile. The re-entry vehicle will be discussed in a separate
study guide.

Guidance Section

The gUIdance section of the missile' contains the inertial or radio com-
ponents of the guidance systemo In the Titan. Thor and Minuteman the guidance
section is located Just aft of the re-entry vehicle~

Fuel Tank Section

The fuel tank section which contains the fuel, "RP-I" is located above
the oxidizer section in the Thor and Titan first stageo The Titan second stage
has the fuel tank below the oxidizero The reason for the apparent inconsistency
is due to the placement of the center of gravity. The importance of center of
gravity will be explained later in the courseo
Center Body Section

The Titan and Thor have a center body section which is located between
the fuel and oxidizer tanks. This section is used to join the two tanks and

6
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contains storage space for various electrical and pneumatic components. The
Minuteman also has a Center body section, in this case it is used as an inter-
staae between the stages.

Liquid Oxygen Tank

This tank contains the oxidize~ for the missile, and its placement has
been shown in reference to the fuel tank.

Englne and Accessory Section

This section as the name implies contains the engine or engines plus all
the necessary components for proper operation and control of the engines. This
sectiun is located furthest aft in every stage.

Atlas Sections

The Atlas has a unified approach to missile construction as stated before.
It ii considered to have only two sections, a tank section divided into fuel =
ana oxidizer by a transverse bulkhead and the engine and accessory section. The
guidance and electr~cal components are located in the pods which are placed on
the outside of the basic airframe.

CHECKOUT AND MAINTENANCE

The condition and proper operation of the various subsystems are checked
by personnel using procedures furnished oy the manufacturer. Details of check-
out necessarily vary according to the missile and subsystem concerned. At the
organizational level the main airframe checks are visual in nature. Mainte-
nance is limited to routine preventive measures easily applied at the launch
site, such as cleaning, burnishing out small scratches, touch up painting, and
minor corrosion control.

Field maintenance of the airframe is broader in scope and is normally
limited only by personnel skills and equipment authorizations. It generally con-
sists of maj or corrosion control measures, inspections for cracks and flaws i n-
stressed skin or members utilizing specialized equipment. Minute cracks and
flaws can be detected oy the use of II zyglo" inspections. "magna-flux" inspec-
tions, or dye checks, and repaired by metal workers in accordance with the air-
frame structural repair technical order.

Depot maintenance is confined ~o those repairs beyond the capabilities of
field maintenance shops; large special purpose jigs and optical alignment e-
quipment are available to insure air worthiness of the prime vehicle.

8
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MISSILE SPECIFICATIONS

The following chart shows salient features of US made oallistic
missiles:

THOR ATLAS TITAN I TITAN II MINUTEMAN
;

LENGTH 63' 71' 86' 90' 56'

WEIGHT , ~" ,..
.f) J'

Gross 109,800u 264 ,OOOu 224,OOOu 320,000 709000U

Empty i i.eoo« :W~OOOu 16,500u 25,000 N/A

THRUST

l::Sooster N/A . 330.000u 300,000u 430,OOOu 170,000

Sustainer 150,000u 57,000u 80,OOOu 100,OOOU c& ,000

Vernier 1,000U l,OOOU 10000U l,OOOU »~flf).,()
N/A

STAGES 1 l\~ 2 2 3

MANUF ACTURER Douglas Convair ft1artin Martin Boeing

GUIDANCE Inertial Inertial Radio Inertial Inertial

SUMMARY

Although the basic principles used in ICBM's are Old, the necessary de-
sign and manufacturing skills have only recently enabled the developmemt of
practical long range ballistic missiles. The teChnique of concurrency shortens
the time from inception of a weapon system to its initial operational capa-
bIlity. but carries with it many kno~ty problems such as tremendous expense,
need lor competent critical judgement and adverse public reaction to test
flight failures of a weapon system already substantially in being. Improved
reliability resulting from experience in design and manufacturing, reduced unit
cost. and hardening of sites should go far towards improving the nation·s bal-
listic missile effort.

Present missile aesigners are using both the semimonocoque and the full
monocoque design in airframe construction. The semimonocoque type 'is construct-
ed like an aircraft with internal bracing and can be divided into various sec-
tions. The pure monocoque type of construction has almost no internal bracing.
Checkout and maintenance procedures vary with each missile, but must be accom-
plished according to the applicable technical order to insure reliability.

9
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QUESTIONS

1. How is the re-entry vehicle attached to the Airframe?
),.~ Te}-lS o R SOL T5

2. What is the largest basic section of the missile?
PROPt;'"LI-.FtN"r rr;Nk5

3. Why is the forward part of the missile tapered?
11 ~ t?D OY#lI;tf1Vl Ie s

x In which year did the actual design of ICBM begin?
it comPletel:; (-\v 'k:NowS 1

Which year was

5. What were the l~~gest problems in early
~E-ENTKY
we'GtHT' OF WA~ \tEA'C

b. What is the concurre~y, ;conc,ep.t? I>. I
\) EVE t-0 PEt.:: v e~y1'11I IV"

design of a missile?

7. ....
List the phaW in~issile dev elo men~ ~P.,' IC~( oN Df~f.fJ{ln(j;./D C!E'~ I (l,. ) I E S "'fA ? ff t' U~ t::;.) r I' 0 \ v ) " It

~. What are th~ maj~r p~bj~ms asso~~gted with choosing an airframe?\AJ E I c,.. H"- V S S T I"'i t; rvG,..,.-,.,.

9. What is the most impprtant consideration in missile design~
WE tQrHI

10. Name and explain the lYpe.s of const.ruction ~ Illi~slleair~r;a~.JVl0 IVD C () WVE - . U!:' E I t;f.('....<l: ,c.o rv ST.
$EW'tJ tJ\oNOc..OQIJE'- J. /'JTt:SR,NAL '13,fCfflCe 5

REFERENCES:

1. TO 21-SM75-IJ-2-2, Missile Airframe Removal, Replacement, Repair
and Servicing

2. TO 21-SM75-lt General Manual

3. AFM52-31, Guided Missiles Fundamentals
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DAY 40A

RE~ENTRY VEHICLE

OBJECTIVE

To familiarize you with the re-entry vehicle (RV) its aerodynamic
characteristics and the types of vehic es.

INTRODUCTION

" Re-entri' is the term used to describe the final portion of a ballistic
tr~ectory in which a long-range missile or satellite plunges back into the
atmosphere at speeds of 101000 to 20,000 miles per hour. To the designer, re-
entry is of great significance becau3e of the tremendous heating and struc-
tural loading which resulto The neating is caused by friction between the
o~ect and air particles of the atmosphere.

RE-ENTRY VEHICLE PROBLEMS

Before considering the physical processes of re-entry. a orief review
of the physical environment above the earth is provided. The blanket of air
surrounding the earth is re lati 'ely t hi n , Traveling outward the pressure of
the air drops rapidly. Atop Mt EvereST. which is only 0 miles high, the at-
mospheric pressure has fallen to only 1/3 of the sea level value •. At 20 miles,
the pressure lS only 1/100 of th~t which we normally breathe. Further out
into space, the absolute pressures approacn ~nose of a complete vacuum. Mo-
lecules of air which at sea level traveled only 1/10,000 of a millimeter be-
fore colliding with another molecule 2~O miles out must traverse about 5 miles
before Dumping into another particle.

Aerodynamic heating was no esign prublem with aircraft until after World
War II when supersonic aircraft were built. It will be recalled that after the
so-called "sonic bar r i er" was broken, the phase "thermal barrier" or "thermal
thicket" loomed as the next maj or design problem. In manned supersonic air-
craft a relatively large heat load js imposed at high speeds. .

11
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This neat load requires high capacity air-conditioning equipment to keep
temperatures toleraule in the pilote s cockpit. The heat is caused simply by
the frictional forces resulting from the flow of air molecules p~st the
aircraft.

In the case of re~enLry of long range ballistic missiles, the aero-
thermal effects are many and of greater magnitude. The RV of an IRBM, con-
taining the warheao. re-enters the atmosphere from altitudes of 300 to 400
miles, traveling at about 10;000 miles per hour. In the case of an ICBM ..
the peak altitude may be 600 to 800 miles, the nose cone plunging toward the
earth at 15,000 miles per nour. On the way up, there is essentially no fric-
tional heating proulem of magnitude in the case of an ICBM powered by liquid-
propellant rocket motors. In the case of a solid-propellant powered ICBM,
the Durning rate of the propellant charge is higher, resultIng in shorter
burning periods of higher acceleration values. Thus, there may be ascent-
heating problems requiring nose heat-shielding protection.

Things are veLY different when the RV returns. As it streaks down to-
ward the atmosphere it picks up speed and strikes molecules more frequently
as the atmospheric density increases. Since the air becomes more dense, the
particles pile up ahead of the nose cone, and the familiar shock wave appears
at about 60 miles altitude. Behind this shock wave gas temperatures as high
as 15,000 degrees F or more are generated. This temperature is higher than
the ladiant surface of the sun. Deceleration forces of 20 LO ~O g's may also
be imposed on the structure as atmospheric drag increases.

The duratIon of the heating and deceleration periods for ballistic
missiles, entering at fairly steep angles, is fairly short. In fact, the
heat shock is almost explosive. This is very different from a satellite
re-entry, where the vehicle is traveling initially along a path nearly
parallel to the ea~th' s surface. The re-entry speed may be as -high as 17,000
miles per hour. However, in order to hold the peak re-entry temperatures ~nd
y-ioading t6 a minimum, the angle of re-entry will probably he held to le~s
than 5 degrees from the horizontal. This will result in a significantly longer
heating perivd but much lower maximum temperatures and deceleration forces. Ac-
cordingly. the designer is mainly concerned with insulation of the interior, but
the temperature and structural loads will be much easier to handle.

The designer of nose cones might be compared to the designer of brake
linings. He has three o~ectives; namely~ to keep as mucn heat as possiole out
of the RV, to take what heat ne must accept and distrioute it uniformly to pre-
vent "~ot spots", an~ to select a material that can absorb the amount of heat
required. The braking act~on of the air on an incoming 15,000 mile per hour
RV has been compared to the force necessary to stop a one-hundred-car freight
train traveling at 70 miles per hour;.

There are several design techniques for handling the heat problem. One
method is to use a material to absorb tne necessary heat in a straight-forward
fashion (a heat sink). Another is to select a material which will melt or

12
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;

vaporize. In the process-~[ vapo.ization, heat is absorbed and swept away
from the nose cone iu the flow of 5ir. This is k~own ns ablation. A third
way to dispose of heat is by radiation. It might al~o be accomplished by
transpiration or "sweat" cooling, in which a cooling fluid is forced through
a porous material and evaporates on the surface. Several of these techniques
may be combiued in a partic.u,lardesign application.

The problems of d"signing a HV for an ICBM are much the same as for an
IRtlM except that tem~el~tures and g-lodding condition~ are much greater for
the larger, longer-r~nge-misslle. In the case of the IRoM, th~ peak tempera-
tures reache« are j iut beq inn inq to become really difficult. For the ICBM
the prublems are much worse. A rule of thumb'relatio .•.,hip is that the heat
"flux increases as the cube of the velocity".

HEAT SINK RE-ENl'RY VEHICLES

1:-
I

I

The easiest, f astest cone to develop was the "heat-sink" type, made
of thick copper. (Spe figure I)

Tleat Sink
pMaterial

Figure I
~,

Heat Sink Re-Entry Vehicle

Since coPPer is an excellent conductor of heat, the cone's front sur-
face could stay solid unti l the whole mass was near the me lt inq point. To
many, it seemed opvious that a nose cone should be made slim and sharp-
pointed, capable of piercing the atmosphere with low resistance. But the
contrary proved to be the case, for a blunt nose was better for the heat-sink

13
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cone. The snu~ nose WQuld help pile up in front of the cone a high pressure
layer of air that would itself act as a potent in~ulator. That way, most of
th~ immense neat would,be swept off the edge of the cone into a long tunnel
nf air.

..
Most of the early re-entry,vehicles were.built along such relatively

si~ple lines and were successful enough in the first Thor and Atlas missiles.
But they were heav and in an ICBM, every ounce of R~ takes away from the
warhead. The blunt-nosed cones also began slowing down while still high in
tne atmosphere, making them more vulnerable to anti-missile missiles as they
descended toward earth. Thus, even while the heat-sink,cones were ~till '
being tested, work wasrbegun on a new type of cone.

'I lJ' • ,
ABLATING RE-ENTRY VEHICLES

Heat shield requirements for re-entry applicati'on are indeed severe,
and would cause melting or evaporation of most materials. We are thus led
to the problem of finding ablating materials which will absorb a high energy
per ablated mass and which simultaneously possess a low thermal conductivity
to prevent the deep penet~~tion of heat beneath the ablating surface. The
combination of high heat transfer rates and low thermal conductivity then
causes large temperature gradients and severe induced thermal stresses.
Thus new fabrication techniques are required to enable materials to with-
stand these str~sses.

A major problem has been tO,develop and fabricate these neat shield
materials as large~ complex nose cOile shapes capable of meeting the handling,
transportation and launch requirements as well as re.•.ent y conditions.

There were, in aadition,severeweight and dimensional limitations de-
fined by the range, payloads and aerodynamic stability requirements. The
materials problem was to utilize the ideal material selected by theoretical
studies and fundamental experiments~ and assure structural reliability. Ex-
tdDsive theoretical and experimental studies have led to the choice of high
temperatures ceramics (magnesium oxide9 silica and beryllium oxide) espe-
cailly for the more critical re-entry applications involving turbulent heat
transfer. This C~dSS of materials is brittle and therefore new fabrication
techniques had to be developed.

The ablating nose cone is the design of the present. It is longer and
more pointed than its heat-sink predecessor. It can slice more deeply through
the atmosphere before it slows down, giving it greater prvtection against de-
fensive missiles fired from the ground. Better still, it is comparatively
lighto '

Much work'remains to be done. Re-entry vehicles can be made1still
l"ghter, thus adding to the missile's payload. This is particalarly im-
portant to the solid-fuel, Minuteman, a fine but small missile with'de-
f"nite payload limitations. Extensive development work now under way on
new graphite materials and structures may soon lead to ~Bdically new ballistic

14
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Flare

Figure 2
AblatIve Re-entry Vehicle

missile re-entry vehicles and rocket nozzles which work principally through
radiation rather than ablation or heat storage.

One scientist estimates that new graphite re-entry structures will
weigh only one-tenth as much as the newest ablation re-entry vehicles,
will come in on target one-third faster, and will also be more accurate.
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Currently, most interest is centered on pyrolytic graphite a highly oriented
crystalline material. First m~or applications of this material are expected
to oe in the rocket nozzles and re-entry vehicle of an improved 1,500 MI.
PO:1ris intermed~ate range ballistic missile.

For the missile man, the attraction of pyrolytic graphite derives
principally from its high thermal anistropy, that is. its ab£lity to conduct
heat readily in one direction and block it in another. Thermal conductivity
of pyrolytic graphite will run 50 to 1,000 times higher in a direction paral-
lel to the surface than in a direction perpendicular to the surface. At the
same time, the material retains the high sublimation temperature of regular
graphite, approximately 6,6000F.

Up until now. radiation heat transfer generally has been considered
a comparatively unimportant factor in re-entry heating. The important phe-
nomenon has been aerodynamic heat transfer. But both types of heat transfer
vary with altitude, velocity and dimensions of the re-entry vehicle, and at
high enough densities and velocities, radiation becomes the dominant form of
heat transfer from the hot, compreSISed gases ahead of the vehicle, Moreover,
under certain conditions, an equilibrium is reached in which a body will radi-~.;
ate heat away as fast as it is received.

An important drawback here has been that equilibrium temperatures for
tOday's re-entry vehicles are well above the destruction temperatures of most
materials. However a vehicle made of pyrolytic graphite would reach an equili-
briurn temperature well before it reaches the sublimation temperature of the '::00- .
graphite.

i- /~.•. '--/

Since pyrolytic graphite does not ablate or erode significantly, the
cone maintains its original design. This factor is critical in re-entry ap-
plications where changing configurations can lead to aerodynamic instability
and loss of accuracy.

Plans to make re-entry bodies maneuver so that their courses will be
unpredictable and hard to intercept are already considered.

SAFETY AND HANDLING PROCEDURES

Special purpose ground hanaling equipment is provided for re-entry
vehicles, and in the interst of safety for personnel and equipment, only spec-
ified equipment should be used. This equipment normally consists of towable
trailers and special purpose adapters, which will permit disassembly inspection,
repair, assembling and monitoring of the re-entry vehicle arming and fusing
systems, plus specified mouitoring of the warhead. Care must be exercised in
handling the re-entry vehicle, durIng maintenance cycles and indexing/deindexing
CYCles, to prevent damage to the heat shielding or heat absorbIng surfaces, as
minor scratches on these surfaces may be cause for rejection of the vehiCle.
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Personnel must be cognizant of, and well trained in radiation character-
istics and radiation safety, as there are certain devises in the arming and
fusing systems that contain "Kryptan 85ft

• wh ich is radioactive. In addition
to radiation, the re-entry vehicle release mechanism must be handled with care.
The release mechanism generally contains an explosive ~ squib~I therefore, only
qualified personnel, trained on the specific system are to be responsible for
installation, check out or removal of the release mechanisms •

." ..
Each type and series re-entry vehicle will have peculiar safety factors.

You will be primarily concerned with the type assignea a particular weapon
system, and will get the more specific details in the OZR course. However,
"an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of care" 9 is an excellent qui de line ,

SUMMARy

The future is filled with exciting prOblems. But the present is reality,
and the basic re-entry problem has been solved.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the two main problems which are encountered during re-entry?
H f"",A" Sf/OCI(

a. Steep angle fVI A X

b. Shallow angle A1JAI

2. What effect does the angle of a re-entry have on the problem?

3. What is the relation between vehicle velocity and heat?
H EAT IS rr»> TO CUrE 0;;' Vfl-oc(r,(

4. What role does 4he shock wave play in re-entry?r ;V S o t: ,o(T E R.F r E lVT R...'t I) e- H ( c t: E-

5. Name the different ways of dissipating heat during re-entry and
explian the principle of operation of each.

a. rl EA-r 'SINk - CON oo noA/
b. <. Bt..1" I I o~v - Co .N'lIEC.1 I '1\1
c.
do

6. What does the phrase " thermal barrier" mean?
t\E ~\ ~RoBt..~M 17
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7. Is ascent-heating a proolem with missiles? Explain.y~ - SOL I£:)- u t-=: LAc C 61- Eif/i IE

What ar~t ~Objectives of the designer 'of nose cones?
P/f'o'/ EcT -rfiE W/ilfll ~tJ
M/)->( tI-t97 t 5.11t)cj( tt;VITI/ ;t1/N WF/C;f.-/r

Wnat Hoes the term am strophy: mean?Aw.'E ""'/-Pf 1 ~J --J-./ /J/lji\e4TE((,CC'JlOI.'C 'oft! 111/(/, Vrf\ (0"" /t/r(Fv

rr H f3 OT (1 - n
What type of nose cone is presently used on our ICMB's?

ABt. TtV£
What are i~s advantages and its limitations?

8.

9.

List an advantage and a disadvantage for the following ablative
substances:

a. Ceramic

Advam.aqe : flfGfI IlI??flj)(IIE vAl

I

Disadvantage: ,.:::-I '-",('ivE

)3;(( I1fL E

b. Plastic
Advantage: __I

Disadvantage: t. ~W fJ I,)L(I J7 11/ - U IiL

c. Metal

Advantage: 5H IJ C f{

Disadvantage: r-/ f /1 VY
REFERENCES:

1. 2l-SM68-2J-5-l
2. NASA Scientific & Technical Programs
3. Space Handbook (Astronautics & its Applications)
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DAY 40B

PROPELLANT LOADING

OBJJ;:CTIVE:

To familiarize you with the basic characteristics of propellants, the
equipment necessary for transfer and tne nazards involved.

INTRODUCTIUN:

Hefore World War II propellants had been established mainly in the field
of small arms. During peacetime they were studied at a low level, chiefly for
use as sporting powders for civilian use. The advent of rockets in World War II
and the use of extruded propellants changed the whole outlook on solid propellants.
Also the work on liquid propellants culminating with the V-2 made the world aware
that the rocket was a major factor in warfare. Recent developments in the long
range missiles have made it clear that the space age is here.

With the tremendous growth in the rocket propUlsion field it behooves us
to have a Dasic understanding of the nature and characteristics of liquid and
solid propellants. The safety of propellants is a partIcularly important subject
since they are in general highly reactive chemicals. Consequently the propel-
lants and their reaction products possess certain hazardous properties which
must be fully understood by all who are requiredw handle them.

HISTORY OF PROPELLANTS

Propellants have as thei r maj or obj ect ive to impart motion to an ooj ect ,
They ~re usually associatea with miSSIles and rockets9 yet their origin is
actually buried in antiquity. The Cninese are credited with the discovery.

The oldest of the propellants is gunpowder. It is a mixture of charcoal,
sulfur and potassium nitrate9 the composition of which has varied little since
it was first devised. The first use of liquids as propellant material is not
well known9 but tne first punlished scientific experimentations were those of
Goddard in 1919. He is generally recognized as the pioneer in the field. As
a result of increased activity on rocket propellant research and development
during Worla War II there emerged a group of solid propellants called composite
propellants. These are' similar to Dlack powder in that they aLe mixtures
rather than homogeneous compounds like nitrocellulose. The first composite
rocket appeared about 1945. The time since then has seen this group of pro-
pellant assume a major role in the propellant field.
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f~OPELLANT CHARACTERISTICS

Conventional aircraft engine uses fuel ana air for its operationo The
;..,on the other hand, does not need air nec ause the necessary oxidizer

P?ly is contained within the propellant. Therein lies the difference
·~·ween propellants and fuelso A propellant or propellant system can be de-
.-~ueu as a balanced source of potential energy containing the necessary

~"gredients for conversion to useful kinetic energy to propel a vehicle. A
~~el IS one of the ingredients, the other material beiny the oxidizer in a
-llemical propellant. When the propellant contains all of the ingredients in
one single molecule, this is termed "mono-propellant". In a "bipropellant"
~he fuel and the oxidizer are separate distinct entities stored in different
places.

The two main classes of propellants are based on their physical character;
solid propellants and liquid propellants. The solid propellants can be arbi-
trarily divided into two groups. The first group being the homogeneous pro-
pellants examplified by nitrocellulose-containing compositionso The second
group consists of those compositions which are mixtures of fuel and oxidizer.
The 0 idizer is a finely ground inorganic crystalline material while the fuel
is of a plastic nature, acting as a binder to nold the mixture in a uniform
strUCtureo This group of propellants is called the "composit~' or "hetero-
qen ious" t pea

Homogeneous propellants are thermoplastic, that is they soften with in-
creasing temperature, have smootho almost waxy appearance. They usually pos-
sess an odor characteristic of the plasticizer used. This type of propellants

s processed into the desired shape by two methods - extrusion and castiny.

1n the composite solid propellants the oxidizer is the major constituent;
therefore, it contributes most of the burning characterIstics. Physical pro-
perties, however, are largely influenced by the binder. The most common oxi-
dizers are potassium perchlorate, ammonium-perchlorate and ammonium nitrate.
A great variety of materials are used as oinders, such as aspnalt, phenolic
cesin, pOlystyrene, and synthetic rubberso On the basis of the oxidizer type,
composite propellants are divided into suo-groups. Potassium perchlorate com-
positions are characterized by relatively nigh Durning rates and high flame
temperatures and produces a very dense smoke. Formulations containing ammonium
perchlorate have somewhat lower burning rate and 11ame temperatures and produce
relatively little smoke. Propellants made with ammonium nitrate have the slow-
est nurning rates and lowest flame temperaLure with little smoke production.
To compensate for the low flame temperature aluminum powder is added.

There are two main groups of liquid propellants, mono and bi-propellants.
There are two conflicting requirements for monoprupellants. namely, that they
be staule for storage yet readily combustible without added oxidizer. This has
limited the number of materials suitable for SUCh use.
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There are many stable materials for bipropellants, and innumerable comDina-
tions of oxidizers and fuels have been utilized. It is generally conceded that
there are a number of suitable fuels but no really ideal oxidizers.

A monopropellant is a substance which does not neea ~he addition of anotner
ingredient to bring aDout the release of its thermochemical energy. These mate-
:d a ls are stable at ordinary temperatures and pressures, but react when heated.
under pressure or in. the presence of a catalyst to give hot combustion gases.
Since there is only one liquid involved, the feeding system for a monopropellant
engine is relatively simple.

In a oipropellant system, the fuel and the oxidizer are stored separately
in the missile and Lhe mixing takes place in the combustion chamber. For ~on-
venience, bipropellants are often classified as "hypergolic" spontaneOUSly ig-
nited, or "non-hypergolic" not spontaneously i~nited.

Although all propellants undergo combustion and are transformed into gase-
ous produc t s , the mechanism by wnich this is accomplished differs for each class
and type of propellant. In the liquid propellants. drople~ formation. vaporiza-
tion. and flow rates are important factors. For solid propellants, the propel-
lants, the propellant surface conditions, propellant composition. and the mech-
anical structure of ~he propellant grains are of importance. Mixing is impor-
tant for liquid bipropellants but not for liquid monopropellant •

.tRANSFER EQUIPMENT

Liquid propellant fuels and oxidizers are, in general, highly reactive
chemicals, therefore, special equipment must be provided for their storage and
transfer. The transfer equipment usually consists of an oxidizer transfer sub-
system. a fuel transfer subsystem, electrical and pneumatI~ supply equipment
and associated ground support equipment required for operation, contrOl, and
maintenance of the system. There is, exclusive of some support equipment, a
complete propellant "transfer sysLem for each missile emplacement.

,A basic propellant transfer subsystem consists of the storage tank, trans-
fer lines, umbilicalS, valving (pressure regulating, flow regulating, relief,
vent and drain) and a high-pressure pneumatic bo~tle manifOld. See figure 1.
The transfer subsystem stores, controls, and regulates the flow of gaseous nitro-
gen and propellant to the missile.

11 liquid oxygen were used as the oxidizer, the storage tank must consist
of two cylindrically shaped tanks, one within the other, similar to a vacuum ..
uottle. The inner tank is made of stainless steel and the outer tank of rein~_
forced aluminum. To provide insulation of the inner tank the annular space be-
tween the tanks is evacuated of air and fIlled with a dry pOWdered material.
The fuel tank, on the other hand, is not insulated as the liquid oxygen tank,
because most of the common fuels being used today have a relatively high vapor.
pressure thereby obliviating the problem of "boiloff". However, if a cryogenic
fuel is used, insulation must be provided the same way as for the liquid oxygen.
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Fire and explosion hazards have an important influence on the design of
main storage units and on their location wiih respect to each other and to
populated building and areas. Fuel and o~idizer must be separated by distance
or barrier. Storage tanks should be diked,and protected from effects of direct
sunllgnt, and ventilation should t.ake advantage of prevailing winds and natural
terrain. Ample water for fire fighting, and decontamination must be provided.
Ready storage quantitIes of fuels and oxidizers should be the minimum quantity
required for the operation. Emphasis should be placed on approved safety de-
vices~ equf~mentand material. Material for construction of valves, lines, etc
is selected so that they are compatible with the propellant being transferr~do

SYSTEM OPERATION
--'----The transf~~ system stores and automatically loads the propellants and

compressed nitrogen gas into the missile upon command. During launching count-
down, the control manifolds are pressurized; the storage tanks are pressurized,
the propellants are regulated, con~rollea. and simultaneously pressure-loaded
into the missile; and tne missile bottles ar~ pressurized. Countdown operations
for- propellant transfer and subsequent missile launch are initiated, controlled,
and monitored from the launching countdown groupo Propellant transfer system
cper at ion is possible in three differ-ent envi ronment s e dry exercise countdown,
la~nching countdown9 and wet exerdise countdown.

Prior to a launching countdown the p:ropeH~t transfer system must De in a
ready condition. DurIng a ready condition the fuel, oxidizer, and pressurized
nitrogen are stored' in, sufficient quanti des and t i.e pneumatic, solenoid and
manually op~rated ~alves are in normal position. Checkout, servicing9 and ad-
justment procedures have been pe~formed and'dry nitrogen purge pressure of a
few psi is maintained in the transfer lines, missile, and ground storage tank.

A dry exercise countdown is accomplished to verHy that mai.ntenance func-
tio~s have been properly performed and to verify weapon system readiness. During
this exercis~. the automatic sequenci~g'of th~ propellant transfer system valves
i~ verified by simulating propella~t loading.

Prior to initiating a diy exercise countdown certain manually operated
valves are Closed to prevent propellant transfer. The complete propellant loading
operation sequence is simulated by positioning switches on the propellant trans-
fer system checkout panel and the rocket engine ~heckout control monitor in the
missile checkout station~ The propellant flow i~ simulated by posftioning the
sensor switches on the propellant transfer system checkout panel.~ , .. ,

During the dry exercise countdown any na Ifuncti on is Lso lated by utilizing
troubleshooting procedures, Malf~nctioning co~pone"ts are repaired or replaced
as requiredu

Uuring the launching countdown, the entire propellant transfer operation is
is automatically sequenced. The automatic sequence is a series of events in whith
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the initiation of a function depends on the successful completion of the pre,,; "----../
cev.ing functlono The complete1Y automatic operation of the propellant transfer
system during countdown excludes any checkout or troubleshooting procedures.
The launching countdown is initiated on the launch officer missile control
panel. From the start to end, the functionIng of the propellant transfe~ system
is compleLely automatico

A wet exercise countdown (with propellant flow) is accomplished to verify
weapon system operational readinesso The wet exercise countdown differs from a
launcuing countdown due to the following conditions: a wet checkout kit is in-
stalled in the fuel transfer line which routes the fuel to a fuel servicing
trailer rather than the missile fuel tank and the engine igniter circuitry is
disconnected.

CHECKOUT AND MAINTENANCE

Checkout of the entire propellant transfer system is possible only during
a wet exercise countdown. However, checkout of propellant transfer subsystems
or components can be performed at any timeo Valve position checks, pneumatic and
solenoid valve functional checks, subsystem leak checks, and computer checks are
performed at regular intervals to insure opera~ional reaainesso Checkouts are
accomplished at the launch emplacement utilizing the necessary ground support
checkout equipment.

Propellant transfer system troubleshooting is accomplished as required at
the laun~h emplacement during the pneumatic and solenoid valve functional checko ~
Two or more men are required to perform the trouoleshooting procedureso

The propellant transfer system regulators are adjusted at regular intervals
and auring subsystem leak check procedures to insure that they are set at correct
operating pressure. The regUlators are adjusted in groups according to the sub-
system in which they are contained. During adjustment procedures, the electrical-
ly controlled valves throughout the propellant transfer system are positioned by
signals from equipment in the c~eckout station. Shutoff and bleed valves are
used to provide a controlled flow of gaseous nitrogen through the regulators
during adjustment procedureso

Servicing procedures are performed at the launch emplacement to insure that
adequate supplies of contaminate-free propellant and pressurized gas are stored
and are available at all timeso Each of the propellant tanks must at all times
contain a supply sufficient to load, unload, and reload the missile. In the
case of liquid oxygen, the volume of the liquid is constantly diminisning as a
result of boiloff, therefore, a constant monitoring of the storage tank is nec-
essary to insure an adequate volume of the oxidizer.

SUMMAHY:

Propellants are
may be described as a

used to impart motion to vehicles.
balanced source of potential energy

2q

A propellant system
containing the
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~ necessary ingredients for conversion to useful kinetic energy. Propellants are
divided into two main groups by their physical nature - solids and liquids.
Solid propellants are again divided into sub-groups of homogeneous type and com-
posite type depending on their composition. There are two main types of liquia
propellants, mono- and bi-propellant; the main difference being the former re-
quires no addition of an oxidizer.

Due to the hazardous properties of the chemicals being used as propellants,
extreme care must be taken in their storage and handling. Special equipment and
touls must be used which are compatible with tne chemicals and their reaction
products.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the definition of propellant?~. 1
pof6N1lPt!.- r3/V&t:G-Y TO rlfA/TA C-

2. What is the difference between ho 0 ene~scfnd composite solid
propellants? H-OMO- COM (.) _

c.DM (:>t)~IrE- VI I v..IV Rc..

3. In a composite solid propellant what determines the burning
characteri stIc s? D x..-l c> l "Z-l; ~

4. How is low flame temperatur~compensated In a solid propellant?
AL yD'-""P£"

5. Wnat is a monopropellant?· \" J 0 N~ COM ?D~ D0' '" ~ 'FuE. L- ''\I c:

REFERENCES:

1. The Handling and Storage of Liquid Propellants, Office of the Director
of Defense Research and Engineeringq Wasningtonq D.C.q March 1901.

2. WarrenQ F.AoqRocket Propellants, Reinhold Publishing Co., 1958.
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DAY 41-42

MISSILE ROCKET PROPULSION

OBJECTIVES:

To provide you wi~h information pertinent to missile propUlsion.
INTROuUCTION:

Understanding of missile fundamentals includes a study of the operations
and theory whicn ~ropel the missile. A tirm Knowledge of this is an important
factor in the performance of an individual's functions. Information provided
in tnis text includes a brief history of rocket propulsion, theory, related
terminOlogy, and practlcal application both present and future.
ROCKeT HISTORY

The first known source of rocketry was its use by the Chinese as early as
1232. The Chinese had a weapon called the "arrow of flying fir~'. This was a
small package of incendiary powder which on being ignited produced the propel;
ling force for an arrow. The powder was believed to come from a Greek invention
called wildfire.- a combustible mixture of various ingredients.

The iuea reaChed the Arabs a few years later and by 1250 the concept had
spread to Europe. The Germans. Italians, and French all came up with formula-
tions concerning rocket development. The real boom. however, was brought about
in Great Britain by Sir William Congreve in 1800. Congreve experimented with
solid propellants and actually developed working models. He believed that his
new invention would prove to be an excellent weapon replacing their artillery.
The stabilization of the Congreve rocket was poor and inadequate, but through
the efforts of William Hale, another Englishman, the stabilization problems
were overcome and rockets had a tremendous role during the wars of this period.

The first liquid rocket invention is claimed by Pedro E. Paulet a South
Ameri~an engineer from Peru. Paulet made a successful test using Nitrogen per-
oxide and gasoline as propellants. His test stand and equipment resembled many
later inventions but he failed to publiSh his works for some twenty-five years.
In Europe the Germans pushed ahead under the direction of a young engineer,
Wernher von Braun. The Russians made a definite stab at liquid rockets with a
proposal for an oxygen and hydrogen propelled vehicleo Tne French came up with
a unique rocket powered aircraft developing 10,00u lbs thrust using liquid pro-
pellants" In AmerIca, Professor Robert H. Goddard was hailed as the American
father of rockertry. He first experimented with solid propellants and later
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liquidS. Goddaras experiments in liquid rockets led to wnrkinQ models and many
refi nement s involving stabilization. His work can t ru lyzbe said to be the
g.0und work for our ~resent liquid,rockets.

PHYSICS OF HOCKEr PROPULSION

Consideration of the theory of propulsion is made possible by the work of
Sir Isaac Newton. In 1687 Newton formulated a series of laws of motion which
are universally accepted. By applying these laws to the concept of rock~t' pro-
pulsion we'are able to mathematically compute and analyze rocket engine opera-
tion.

Rocket propUlsion is based on the reaction principle. This principle
states that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. This is
Newton's third law. In a rocket engine, propellants are inj ected into the com-
bustion chamber and burned. The hot gases are then accelerated and ejected
through the exhaust. The force which pushes the gases out of the nozzle is the
action force according to Newton's second law. This states the rate of change
of momentum in any diLection is proportional to the force acting in that direc-
tion. The resulting reaction is the thrust which prupels the missile. This
is Newton's third law. A common example of the reaction principle might be a
water hose. There is a tendency for the hose to move in a direction opposite
the stream of water. This movement is the reaction to the action force of the
expelled water.

If we were to take a closed cylinder which contained a combustible mix-
~ure and ignited it, the pressure would rise and probably cause a rupture in the
cylinder. However, if one end ,was opened, the expanding gases would exhaust,
causing a force in the opposite direction. The Yorce formula can be mathe-
matically stated uy the relatIonship F=PA, where P is the pressure in the cyl-
inder' and A Lhe area of the exit.

Greater force may be obtained if we can further reduce pressure Dy in-
creased gas expansion. To do this we add a nozzle to the exit of the cylinder.
The amount of amplification this nozzle contriDutes to the original force is
proportional to the value given to the nozzle called the nozzle coefficient
{CfL Thus, F;:PAQ'. Since thrust is a "pusn" force we can call force and
thrust the same. Now T~PACf. '

A more practical method of computing thrust can be accomplished by means
of the fundamental thrust equation. This equation provides a method of de-
termining the thrust for a particular rocket engine. Since the engine being
considered is a basic rocket engine with a combustion chamber and a nozzle at
the exit, the thrust will be a result of the force accelerating the exhaust ~
gases. The gases start at a low velocity at the combustion chamber and are
accelerated to a high velocity at the nozzle exit. Assume ~he velocity at
the exit remains constant and is termed Ve. This is the theorectical exhaust
velocity and is the average velocity asross the exit. The rate the propellant
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enters the 60mbustion chamber and leaves the nozzle exit remains const~ni with
time and is termed the mass rate flow or (M), called M dot. If the exit veloc-
i ty is assumed constant the, exit pressure may also De assumed constant. .rhis
p~e:<.re '\'iill be termed Pe and is the average static pressure across the nozzle

Since the action furce is a result of the time rate change of momentum
the thrust Or reaction force is also equal to this value. This momentum change
is equa l to ~F ""mVe' In this equation :F.'ismeasured in pounds and Iil.;is~meas-."
ured in slugs per second and Ve in feet per second. This first equation may
thus De staLed T- MVev or momentum thrust. This' thrust is not the total force
affecting the missile. Since the exit pressure Pe ranges between 3 and 5 psia
for most engines, the difference between this, value and the ambient or atmos-.
pheric pressure Pa causes an0ther force. This force is called the pressure
tnrust. Since the ambient pressure varies with altitude the magnitude of the
unbalanc~d force may be expressed by the equation F=(Pe-Pa) Ae' This is the
only o~her facto! with considerable influence, thus total thrust may now be ex-

. pressed as e18 moment um thrust plus pressure thrust, or T ••MVe + (Pe-Pa)Ae• This
equation will i'old true only to the point where Pa=Pe• The altitude at which
Lhis occurs is termed 'design altitude' and is the point of maximum thrust. '
This point wiD be further emphasized in a discussion of nozzles.

To compare engines of the liquid propellant type we have a term called
SPECIFIC I~WULS~. This term indicates the amount of thrust which can be de-
rived fromeacn pound of propellant in one second of engine operation. It is

,a .neas ure tof propellant characteristics plus engine efficiency •. It is express";'
ad in seconds, and has essentially the same meaning to the rocket engineer as
miles per gallon does to the motorist. 'As an example of how specific impulse
is computed, the thrust of the German V-2 was approximately ~5,OOO lhs, its
total engine operating time 64 seconds, and its propellant consumption 17,bOO
Ibs. Specitic impulse was then 200 seconds. Here the thrust developed Is
divided hy the pro.p,e'Hantweight flow or Isp~I where W is the amount of pro-
p~l)ant flowing per second. Translated this W means that the V-2 engine can
get one pound of thrust out of each pound of propellant over an operating per~-
od of 200 seconds or 20U pounds of thrust per pound of propellant per second.
Specific impulse applies partly to propellants and will be discussed further
duri ng that subj ect , l

As the theory of rocketry may be applled io.af1' types of Hune rockets the
operation of the systems involved must be divided into two categories, solid
and liquid rockets.
LIQUID PROPELLANl' ROCKEl' ENGINES

A liquid rocket engine is a device used for the conversion o! thermo-
chemical potential el1ergy into exhaust jet klneti~ energy by the use of one or
more propellants. The steps involved in this conversion ate= propellant feed,
injection, ignition_ combustion and expansion. As the propellanu are at rest

" '
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untIl ~hey are required for use by the engine ~hey need a means to be trans-
ferred to the combustion chamber. There are numerous propellant feed systems.

One of the simplest methoas is that of using gas pressure to pressurize
the tanks and force the propellant out. This is an excellent system for low
thrust and short duration rocket units such as "ratio" units. The system in-
cludes a tank to supply pressure or some other innovation which produces
a high pressure gas..to pressurize the propellant tanks. The pressure is con-
trolled and maintained by valves and regulators. This systpm is generally
lighter than a turbopump system for the small rocket applications. For large
intercontinental missiles thr system would be much too bulky and heavy to
supply the large quantities of propellants needed.

v

CHEMICAL PROPULSION SYSfEMS

OJddirer

1o nh

Fuel
lanh

High-pr."ur. 901

Oxidizer
lank

ValvO

~'~"".'.

(a) Pumll- fed ra~k.,... hIPru lun • f.d roche v

Figure 2
Schematic of liquid-propellant rocket
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Its operation is simple. A propellant feed system is not necessary.

Injection is also eliminated as the propellant is stationary. Ignition is
accomplished oy means of a pyro~echnic or powder charge device, which is gen-
erally located toward the forward portion of the combustion chamber. Solid
rockets are also equipped with nozzles which provide for increased gas ex-
pansiono

o
Figure 3

SChematic of solid-propellant rocket
In the solid propellant engine the combustion takes place throughout

the engine. From this it can be said the solid rocket is one large combus-
~ion chamber. The liquid engine nas a separate combustion chamber into
which the propellants are injected and burned. Both engines produce hot
gases in their chambers thus giving a high gas potential energy and a.low
kinetic energy. The resulting pressure and temperature are very high. To
utilize these properties in the form of thrust we must convert the poten-
tial energy to kInetic energy and since kinetic energy equals ~Mv2, the
Objective is to obtain a nigh velocity value. This is done in most cases
for bo~h solids and liquids by the DeLaval nozzle.

The DeLaval nozzle is a converging - diverging type nozzle. Its opera-
tion is simple out unique. The expanding gases force the gas particles to
the rear of the nozzle, increasing velocity and lowering potential energy.
As the gases enter the converging portion of the nozzle the decrease in cross
sectional area causes an increase in the velocity of the flow of gases. The
maximum velocity that can be reached in this section occurs at the throat
and corresponds to the local sonic velocity at this section. When the gases
reach sonic velocity their flow properties reverse. Thus by addition of a
diverging section the gases are further expanded and the velociLY again in-
creases. If a nozzle is to accomplish its goal of gas expansion certain con-
ditions must De met. The tirst is tha~ of reaching sonic velocity at the
throat. To reach this velocity the ratio of the chamber pressure to throat
pressure which IS called the" critical pressure ratio", mUst be obtained.
Once thi_~crjti~aLpressure ratio is reached the velocity at the throat will
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Engine calibration must not be disturbed SO we must rely upon the depot for re-
placement or repair of any component or part affecting this calibration. ThIS
v'!0"ld include such items as the turbopump assemb Iy , \;Iasgenerator, and orifices.

Documentary control of inspections and maintenance tasks completed is
necessary for accurate engine history. Without accurate engine logs and records,
such as replacement dates of parts subject to deterioration and parts replace-
ment records, the efficiency of the maintenance concept would be impaired.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

Chemical combustion is now used in rocket propulsion because no other means
of accelerating mass to high exhaust speeds has been perfected. Other, more
promising systems under study include:

Nuclear fission - In this power plant, the enormous heat energy of atomic
fission is used LO help create an exhaust thrust. Heat itself does not
produce thrust, but a nuclear reactor can be used to heat some substance
whiCh, when channeled through a nozzle in conventional rocket engine
fashion, produces a reaction. Among substances suggested as the "working
flui~' are liquid hydrogen, helium and ammonia. Performance of a nuclear
rocket would be limited by the energy content of the working fluid and tem-
perature limitations of the reactor materials. Specific impul~ estimates
fUTnuclear rockets range from 600 to 1,500 seconds. Rocket engineers doubt
that we will De able to achieve thrust through direct exhaustion of nuclear
fission particles.

NucJear fusion - The fusion rocket would use the force of the H-bomb, the
energy created in the uniting or fusing of the lightest atomic nuclei into
heavier nUClei. A likely fuel would be deuterium. a form of nydrogen.
which is abundant in the' oceans and hence a better long term fuel than
the uranium used in atomic fission. Heating deuterium to very high tempera-
tures would create a high speed plasma (hot gas) capable of specific im-
pulse ratings in the millions of seconds. It is estimated that temperatures
around 350 million degrees would be' needed to sustain a fusion reaction.
As solid walls would not stand up under such conditiuns, it has been pro-
posed that exhaust masses be contained by magnetic fields shaped as nozzles.
Before fusion ~an be applied to rocket propulsion, scientists must learn
how to control fusion energy in the laboratory.

Ion Power - Ions, WhICh are atoms unbalanced electrically by the removal
of one or more electrons, are accelerated to high speeds by electrical
fields. The ions can be formed' by passing a "propellant" through an ioniz-
ing device. The source of electrical energy can De a nuclear reactor,
battery, or a solar radiation system. Exhaust velocities would be very
high, but due to the low mass of the ion particles, the ion rocket would
nave relatively little thrust and therefore would not be suitable for
surface launch when strong gravity must be overcome. Chemical or nuclear
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rockets could boost ion vehicles into space, or the vehicles would be
assembled and launched in orbit.

Arc Heating - An electrical arc is used to heat a working fluid which is
expelled through a nozzle. Energy for the arc might be derived from
nuclear reactor batteries or solar radiation.

Photon Power - A beam of light exerts pressure. Thus very high radiation
of photons (light particles) could provide sufficient thrust to move a
vehicle in space. Again, the low mass of photons would result in low
thrust and low acceleration, but particle velocities would be 186,000
miles per second, the speed of all electromagnetic energy. Theorectically
a photon-powered vehicle could accelerate close to the speed of light.
However, no method of radiating tremendously intense beams of light is
known.

SUMMAR¥:

Since the early Chinese weapons of war to the far out dreams of Van Braun,
have come theorjes and experiments related to the field of rocketry. From
~hese, man has developed working systems based on the principle of rocket pro-
pulsion, thereby bringing him closer to his desires for an ultimate weapon and
further enabling him to display his adventur6us and exploring spirit.

Our present development is only a glance at things to come. The chemical
propulsion systems in use at present represent one of the many metnods avail-
able. Common to these systems is the DeLaval nozzle, which we accept as a
standard for all engines. This however, is only one method of system design;
new methods are now Deing developed.

In our exploitation of the field of chemical rocket propulsion both solid
and liquid systems have been used. Each has its advantages and disadvantages.
The liquid system offers us the capability of powerful long range missiles,
capable of carrying reasonably la~e payloads. This is accompanied by pro-
portionally large problems, as the system is complex and bulky. Conversely,
the solid rocket system presents considerably fewer problems. However, the
solid rocket has limited capabilities, since large high thrust motors are
currently in the development phase. Due to the relative simplicity of solid
rocket systems, refinement in their present development may give the solid
systems the leading role as future military and space boosters.

The advantage of a system with fewer parts is obvious. There would De
less possibility of malfunction and the amount of maintenance required would
be reduced considerably. The liquid system requires numerous daily and peri-
odic inspections. This is complicated by the numerous parts that must be
calibrated and properly adjusted. In a solid system much of this maintenance
will be eliminated. There will, however, be a need for daily and perIodic
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inspections and properly kept records.

In an attempt to increase thrust and overall performance all known methods
of propulsion are under investigation. This includes methods involving all known
sources of energy, coupled with an investigation of improving present methods of
combustion and expansion.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the purpose of a nozzl and how d.oes lt accompli Sh. thi s pu~po e?'1 E l< Pfl,."H:> ~ A-5- -10 - ,-- I-IIG- l+ &~--S VIS t.- o c : r£..:s
L. Cot-' vlS'lCG- c(M'r '!rNf} p !VEI26-f!3Nr

Why do we hag :Uf-~1D'~ cys s: ~i~» oif!~~j~?OftlS rs:'-rE!t12.

3. Why is the t~rborumpproP~llant feed system most commonly used today?I::: r r:: c l26",.V r

5. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages to solid rockets?
J. 5/M <Pi£ ).1655 pOI.A.IEe
f!"

6~~t-e1fan . ~..-'

7. What seems to be the next step fn the future of rocket propulsion?
.N t.J C 1...E:ft tC

REFEREJ\{;ES:

1. Merril, Principles of Guided Missile Design.

2. NASA Scientific and Technical Programs - February 28 and March 1, 1961.

3. Rocketdyne, An Introduction to Rocket Missile Propulsion.

4. Sutton, Rocket Propulsion Elements.
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Student Study Guide

20 March 1961

DAY 43

RADIO GUIDANCE SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE:
To acquaint you with radio guidance methods used in the ICBM.

INTRODUCTION:
In a discussion of guided missiles, perhaps the method of guidance

most immediately though of by the layman is that of some form of radio
or radar. This means of controlling the movement of an object through
space has numerous historical precedence. Two of those are the radio
controlled aircraft (drone) and the remote-controlled marine vessels.
The development and refinement of exis:t;lltgradio guidance systems has
proceeded through the years. The result has been an extremely sophis-
ticated system capable of tracking and guiding an ICBM. This system

~ functions effectively even at the extremes in speed and distance.
RADIO-INERTIAL GUIDANCE

As applied to missiles~ radio-ir:ertial guidance is simply a method
of directing a missile into a trajectory by using radio signals to
determine and control the missile positiono The objective is to guide
the missile onto a trajector.y which includes the target.

Several methods of accomplishing this objective are available. In
a previous lesson when the "beam-rider II principle was discussed, it was
found that the ground radio equipment assumed a passive role,and merely
provided a radio beam coincidang with the desired flight path. The
missile, provided with appropriate receiving equipment, remained oriented
to the beam throughout the powered portion of its flight and ideally
positioned itself on the beam to achieve the desired trajectoryo

Another type of radio guidance system is that employed by the Air
Force GAR I, an air-to-air missile. Here the missile is carried by an

FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
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-interceptor and is electronically linke~ to the radar system of the aircraft.
The missile contains only a radar receiv~r, which is linked to a set of flight
control surfaces capable of deflecting the missile8s path when in flight. The
radar system of the aircraft detects the tariet and alerts the missile re-
ceiver to the reflected signal. At a comput~d position and time the missile
is fired, guided by the reflected energy of the interceptor radar and homes
in to the target. The advantages and disadvantages of such a system are too
technical for the purposes of this discussiono It can be seen, however, that
we have effectively reduced the amount of guidance equipment required to be
carried in the missile, thus saving space and weight.

Another refinement is employed in the radio-inertial guidance system
of the ICBMo Here the command signal origination is transferred from the
missile to the ground subsystem. The ground equipment is now charged with
the additional duty of continuous tracking of the missile, as well as com-
puting the position relative to the target and the trajectory.

The distinction between this and other remote-control methods is
important. Other iess sophisticated systems, merely provide a means of
controlling the movement of an object. The movement can be made with
reference to_some visual purpQse or the system may simply provide a means
of ~trol with respect to no specific referenceo F~r example, the con-
trols of a drone aircraft can be manipulated ,to direct the flight path
in any given direction within the limitations of the systemo The.drone
can also be made to fly along a specific track,9 but only is some means
of observing the drone and the flight path is introduced to the system.
This would close the loop of the guidance system by~roviding necessary
feedbacko This is the method actually usedo

One might argue that the.distinction drawn is really a specious one,
since with the inclusion of performance feedback»' the system of our example
appears indistinguishable from'tnat used in the missile. The difference is
one of technique. In the drone exampke , we used two channels of communi-
cation. One was for perIormance detection (visual, radar or some other) and
the other for commands. In this :case9 our command was the controlling
radio frequency. In the missile, however.9 only one channel of communication
is used. Let us consd.der-a typical launch to see how this is accomplished.
See Figure 1.

2
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At some time before launch the guidance radar is locked-oh th~ mi~sile.
The directional antenna is aimed directly at the missile9 but no command
signals are transmittedo The guidance radar operates continuously at a fixed
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) producing pulse-groups composed of indivi-
dual pulses which perfor.m three functionso

First - Signals are address=coded so the missile will respond only to
the radar controlling ito

Second = Signals are coded to trigger an answering pulse from a transponder
contained in the missile for tracking purposeso

Third - Signals are coded into pitch and yaw commands to control steering.
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Consider the flow of information when the missile is launched. A pulse-

group is originated by the guidance radar and sent to the tracking an~enna.
The antenna is always pointing directly at the missile, to"enable the" p~se
to be transmitted'1,n the proper direction. The first "pUlse of the pulse-group
is the address code, and if it is correct, it is accepted by the missile. The
missile then prepares for the "next pulse. This pulse triggers the missile's
transponder which now emits a responding pulse back to the ground antenna.
The ground radar senses the direction and amplitude of the returning pulse
and sends this information to a computer. The computer compares the posi-
tion and velocity of the missile with a precomputed position and velocity, and
if a deviation is noted, sends command signals to the ground radar. The next
pulse-group transmitted would then include, in addition to the address code
and transponder trigger, command pulses to activate the missile's flight con-

",troIsand bring it back on course. Again the ttansponder signal is sent back
to the ground for deter.mination of position, arid the cycle is repeated.

Note that only one channel of communication is used. The transponder
used is very similar in function to the common IFF used in aircraft, and
merely produces an amplified return signal which can be tracked with far
greater ease than any reflected energy. The tracking radar manages to com-
being command signals with ranging signals and the ground computer completes
the loop.
SUMMARY:

One radio-inertial guidance system used in ICBM is composed of ground
and missile-borne components. The airborne components consist of a trans-
ponder to return" tracking signals to the ground, and a flight control system
capable of translating ground-originating command signals into missile move-
ment. Ground equipnent consists essentially of a tracking antenna, a guid-
ance radar system, and a digital computer. The complete system is capable
of tracking and guiding the powered path of the missUe throughout the speeds
and distances normally encountered. It is considered particularly effective
in that it has effectively reduced the weight and complexity of the load
carried by the missile.

< -
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QUESTIONSg
1. What guidance equipment is carried in the ICBM discussed in thi~

text?

20 Explain the coding of a typical pulse-group.

3. Where are the command signals originated?

REFERENCES:
1. TO 2l-SM68-2F-7-l-l
2. AFM 52-31, Guided Missile Fundamentals
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DAY 4~A

PRINCIPLES OF MISSILE TRAJECTORIES

OBJECTIVE:

This text is to familiarize you with the basic principles of trajectories,
the effects of earths rotation on a trajectory and variablffiaffecting trajectories.

INTRODUCTION:

The process of moving from a known positiun to a desired position is a
simplified definition tor guidance. It would be expected that the known
po~iilon for a missile would be the launch point and the desired position
would be the target. HoweverQ this is not the case with ballistic missiles,
where both the known and desired positions are points in space. A study of
principles of missile trajectories will show that this is true.

MISSILE TRAJECTORIES

The type trajectory used by a missile depends upon the range and the
capabilities of individual missile systems. Trajectories are distinguiShed
by the phase of guidance system operation as shown in figure 1.

Midcourse guidance is a common type which allows the missile to be controlled
during most or all of the flight path. Since the propulsion system must be operat-
ing to permit guidance to function, this method has limited application. This
type of guidance would be unsatisfactory for any missile that was unable to main-
tain propulsion for a long duration. HoweverQ it is a suitable system for a
missile such as Matador or Snark.

When the latter portion of a missile trajectory is controlled it is refer-
red tb as a terminal guidance. In this caseQ some sort of target measurement
must be employed to lead the missile to the target. Such a system should be
very accurate if allowed to operate unhampered. The Sidewinder missile, which
homes on a heat source, is an example of a terminal guidance system; however, at
present there are no long range missiles which use this method.

The remaining method is to employ guidance only during the initial phase of
flight. Ballistic missile uses this approach~ The "idea' is to submit the missile
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Guidance Phases

to very exact con~rol during the first portion of flight. Then at some
optimum point along the flight path the thrust and control are both stoppedv
.the l{V separates and follows a free f~ll path to the target. Long range
mIssiles such as the Atlas, Titan and Minqteman have flight paths of ~his' I

typeo
BALLISTIC TRAJECTORY

A ballistic trajectory is the path followed by any rigid body which
is given an initial velocity and allowed to free fall to the target; Th~
path followed by a projectile after it leaves the muzzle of a cannon Is a
balli s'tic trajectory. The theory applied toa cannon project i le is Lderrt ie :

cal to that of a ballistic missile.
I To obtain a hit with a cannon ~he barrel must ne aimed in the correct
~irection (azimuth and elevation) and the speed of the pr~ectile leaving
muzzle must be fixed. Once the projectile leaves the muzzle there is no
:further control exerted on its path. This means that both the ballistic '
'traj ectory and exact point of impact are determined by the muzzle conditions.
Ii The missile, dur mq powered flightv can be compared to the project i Je
~in the ca!1QQnJ~<!r:t~loIf the RV is traveling in the cor-rect dfrect Ion and ~
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at the right speed for its position at thrust cut-off it should hit the.
target. The purpose of the missile guidance system is ~o insure ~hat these
critical conditions have been a~tained. It would appear that the simplest
approach for guidance control durIng powered flight would be to require
the missile to follow a predetermined fixed path. Then at some exact point
the powered portion would be terminated and the missile would follow a bal-
listic trajectory to the target.

A guidance system which would accurately accomplish these require-
ments is seldom used by ballistic missiles because of numerous variables
that complicate the problem. The system which is actually used is based on

, the premise that an infinite number of ballistic trajectories exist to any
target. Guidance must select the most satisfactory trajectory as influenc-
ed by the missile's position in space. This selection is contInuous and is

I based upon the missile's capabilities and characteristics as it progresses
along ~he powered portIon of flight. However, when the missile reaches a
position in space where the correct velocity (speed and direction) has been
obtained, the guidance system stops missile pOner. The missile then follows
the ballistic trajectory to the target.

;
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Figure 2 - ICBM Traj ectory
EFFECT OF EARTH'S ROTATION

If the earth was a non-rotating body, the ~rajectory equations would
be simplified due to the omission of the effects of Coriolis acceleration
and rotation itserr. Any point or object on the surface of the earth has
an eastward velocity due to the rotation of the earth which amounts to
1044 mph at the equator and decreases to 0 at either pole. Two problems
are caused by this - the movement of the target during the flight of the

i missile and the deflection of the missile.
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During a 30 minute missile flight the target will have moved a certain
distance which can be accurately computed from the target latitude and the
flight time. The position the target will De at the end of the flight is
called Targets Predicated Position (T.P.~.). In Figure ~ the left set of ~
vectors illustrates this "lea~t required to compensate for target travel Qur-
ing flight. . -

OilR182IB/3121-3-II1-5
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As a missile leaves the earth it will be deflected in an eastwardly
airection due to the earths rotation. This is called throw out velocity
(T.O.V.) and varies from 1044 mph to u according \0 the latitude of the launCh
point. Tne amount of error which would result may be computed from the lati-
tude of launch and flight time. This error would place the re-entry vehicle
many miles east of the targets predicted position. To eliminate this error '
the error distance is applied to the targets predicted positiun in a Westerly
direction. The new positionv called aim point, is shown in the right set 'of
vectors in Figure 3.

TPP

I
I \

I \
I

" TOV
I Launch

~

.~Rotation -

•

Figure 3 - Effects of Earths Rotation
Another effect of earths rotation is Coriolis acceleration or force.

It is defined as a deflecting force acting on a body in motion, due to the
earthVs rotation which aiverts horizontal motions to the right in the nortnern
hemisphere and to the left in 'the southern hemisphere. . ,

I
t
"I(i In figure 4 the impact points expected without Coriolis are marked X.

The actual trajectories are deflected as shown due to Coriolis effect. A
ba~ic-formula for Coriolis force would be:
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Corlolis Force. 2 W V sin ~

Where, W ; angular velocity of the earth

i -
I •

V : missile velocity
~ = latitude at that moment

\ .,

Launch

I
I

I
i

I
I
i
i

I
I - ,...
I Rotation
I Target! '

(

~ )(.
" "

,,
I .
I.,
I

Figure 4 - Coriolis Effect
As latitude and velocity increase Coriolis effect will increase. It

would be zero only for a missile flying along the equa\or.
TRAJECTORY VARIABLES

Forces affecting a trajectory other than earths rotation may De referred
to as perturbat ions , In space flight. the resultant of all f.orces causing a
disturbance on the orbit is known as a perturbative force. Perturbations
make the navigational problem exceedingly co~plex. These perturbations may
be classified as predictable and unpl~~dictable.

, ,"

Some predictable perturbations are: gravitational anomalies, the actual
shape of the earth, factors bearing on the launch site and target such as al-
titude and weather at target. Some unpredictable perturbations are: missile
drift, engine thrust variances, individual missile characteristics and gyro
drift.
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Predictable factors can be compensat~d fof by pre-setting the information
into the guidance system. Those unpredictable perturbations which occur prior to
guidance, will be corrected by guidance providing certain requirements are ful-
fi Lled ,

SUMMli.HY:
Because ICBM's apply guidance only during !he brief period of powered

flight, the guidance systems they use must be highly accurate. The actual path
fOllowed from thrust cut-off to the target is a ballistic tr~ectory. The
guidance system acts on information about launch site and target positions, earths
rotation and predictable perturbations. To give maximum, accuracy sophisticated
systems are used which compensate for unpredictable __p:erturbati({).D,sby computing
and ste~ring the missile to a new trajectory during flight.

QUESTIONS:

1. What are the three phases of flight in which guidance may be applied?
I. -r" I ~A L

2. fill Ii> pHlt5E
.TF .~'/IIN III

W at factors determine a ballistic trajectory?
All/VI,)"rrt

. f<A fI/~ E

2.

3. Are predetermined flight paths normally used by ballistic missiles?
Why? Il/IJ .- u tJ PRfPI c..T 5

4. How is the velocity of a ballistic missile controlled?
E tv G I N6 C v T D 1= r:

5. Give three ways in which earths rotation affects trajectory.
I"' /fIOLIS pee',
2 . T t+ Ro'-4.1 D "'T t..J -- L
,3 .~ h' fJ '-- 7 IV/ f) v ,; Nt GR(!.,..-

What/factors are used to determine targets predicted position?
,{AI.?~7A1ta. t

2_'l!fVlr:E'~ rt../~Hr

6.

7. Wher"e would throw out velocity be greatest?
r::(pu 10
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9.

REFEREl'\CE:

OBRl82lB/3l2l-3-111-5

As velocity increases how will Coriolis force be affected?r -r vv I I...L I rv' a ree M <; .s

How can predictable pert rbations be compensat~d for?i:tV 1 H G o t OI"TNt£i" 5 YS r~"",

Dictionary of Guided Missiles and
Space Flight

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary

ACSP Student Study Guide
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DAY 43B

POSITION AND HATE SENSORS

OBJECTIVE:

To familiarize you with position and rate sensor principles and their
applications to Missile Guidance and Control Systems.

INTRODUCTION:

Operation of guidance and control systems depends heavily on sensing of
position. speed and acceleration. Their accuracy can be no greater than that of
the sensor devices which supply this information. There are two basic types of
sensors - position ~rate.

POSITION SENSORS

A positIon sensor is a device which can be used to obtain or maintain a re-
ference attitude. One of the simplest is a "plumb bO~'. This aevice. if under
the influence of gravity alone, will seek a vertical reference. However. it is
also susceptib~e to other forces and is not satisfactory as an inflight reference
device.

A common missile reference or position device is the gyroscope which has
two inherent characteristics - rigidity and precession. Either of these features
may be used to maintain a position reference.

A gyro rotor spinning at high speed assumes the c~aracteristics of rigidity,
and maintains its attitude with respect to space. Thus a:-gyro, limited to two
degrees of freedom, may be used as a position (attitude) sensor by detecting any
relative movement between the rotor spin axis and the gyro case. Figure 1 shows
a gy~o of this type.

.Preoes sion may also be used rto sense variations of missile attitude.
p~ece~sion is that p~operty. of a g~ro which cau~es tl"e r9tor to be displ~ced
I n thevd irec t ion of r ot or; rotation 90 degrees away from' ail applied f orce,"
This application normally uses a single degree of freedom gyro and is shown
in Figure 2.
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The same precession gyro of Figure 2, if restrained around the output
axis, will measure rate of angular deviation about the input axis. This re-
strained gyro may also be used to measure acceleration along its reference
axis if an unbalance is introduced in such a way that ~cceleration causes a
displacement around the input axis. ' -

I.,

Another type of accelerometer is the inertia or
which, due to its inertia, resists changes in motion.
be measured and used to compute the rate of change of
3.

m

spring restrained mass
This resistance can

movement. See Figure

Accelerometer's function in inertia-sensor unit

-Figure 3
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In all of the sensing devices described above a signal pick off system is
provided to convert mechanical movement into electrical signals, appropriately
phased, which are utilized in guidance or control.

Although the sensors used in current guidance and control systems are more
elaborate and sophisticated than the examples used here, the same basic principles
apply.

•SENSOR APPLICATIONS

Two degree of freedom gyros, utilizing the principle of rigidity, may be used
to stabilize a guidance platform against all vehicular mo t ion , This stabilized
platform serves as a mounting pad for accefer ome rer s ,

Single degree of freedom gyros, utilizing the principle of precession are used
in the flight control system to detect missile attitude deviations. This type gyro
may also be used to stabilize a guidance platform if one is oriented on each axis.

The restrained (precession) gyro is used as an oscillation aampening device
in conj unction with position gyros in the flight control system.

~ SUMMARY
The gyro, containing a -rotor which can be rotated at high KPM, has inherent

characteristics of rigidity and precession. Thus they are readily adaptable for
detecting movement about their reference position, or measuring acceleration along
a reference axis. Their output when converted to electrical signals by pick-off
devices, provides essential information for guidance and control of an ICBM.

REV1EW QUESTIONS

1. How many degrees of freedom are required in the gyro mounting to utilize
the principle of ridigity?

2. To utilize the principle of precession what degree of freedom will a
gyro have?

3. What is the purpose of a stabilized platform?

REFERENCE: AFM 52-31
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DAYSA4AND45

FLIGHT CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE:

To familiarize you with the basic operating principles and components of
ballistic missile flight control systems ••
INfRODUGTION:

.
The main purpose of the missile flight contr~l system is stabilization of

missile attitude about the roll, pitch and yaw axes during powered flight. In
ballistic missiles it has the additional function of establishing the basic
trajectory, although It neither monitors nor corrects for trajectory errors.

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM PRINCIPLES

The prInciples of the missile control system are the same as in any auto-
matic control system. Such a system constantly makes corrections of some ~on-
trollable item, and then checks the results as a basis for further correction.
This forms a cycle of interdependent action which is typical of a closed-loop
control system.

There are four major requirements of any automatic control system:

1. The controlled item.

2. A means of detecting errors in the controlled item. (Sensor)

3. A means of using this error to decide upon a correction. (Control
equipment)

4. A device for actually making the correction. (Corrector)

The controlled item is obviously the missile.

The sensing units are gyroscopes.

The correction deciding equipment consists of the electronic portion of the
system.

The correctIng device must be able to produce a force or moment to change
the a~tituae of the vehicle.
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Early missiles used aerodynamic control surfaces -as a correction device.

These are impractical for ballistic missiles since most of the powered flight
is outside the atmosphere. Deflection of thrust is used to change attitude
on present day ballistic missiles. Generally the engine thrust chamber is
movetl on a swivel joint (gimbal) by a hydraulic actuator. Figure 1 shows
the basIc units of a ballistic missile flight control system.

20 SENSOR
(Gyro)

i
I

I-

•
4. CORRECTING DEVICE

(Servo Valve);
(Actuator)
(Engine)1..CONTRO uzn ITEM

(Missile)
Four Principle Parts of ~very Missile Control System

Figure 1
SYSTEM CUMPONENTS

The airborne system is essentially a three axis autopilot and servo
system made up of t.hefollowing coordinated electrical9 electronic and
hydrau1.i~_~_ompol!~n!-~_:-,.
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The flight controller is the principal component of the system. It cont ains ~
position gyrQs, servQ-amplifiers, a prQgramming timer, target selection circuitry
and control relays.

Three rate gyros are located in the center body.section 6~ the missile.

Two hydraulic actuators are linked to each engine; each actuator has a servo
valve and a feedback transducer attached to it.

1

Although not directly a part of the flight control system, the hydraulic
and electrical systems are essential to its operation.

SYSTEM OPERATION

Basically the system acts to maintain missile attitude in accordance with
reference attitudes set up in the position gyros. Prior to-launch the float of
each position gyro is oriented to the "null" position with the missile vertical.
Therefore the missile rises verticaliy during the first several secunds of flight.

If an error in attitude should occur, the corresponding position gyro will
precess, generating an error signal. The error signal causes the servo amplifiers
to send a corrective signal to the proper servo valves which in turn direct hy-
draulic pressure into the actuators. This deflects the tilrust line of the engine
and begins to return the missile to the desired attitude. Movement of an act~ator
causes its feedback transducer to send a signal to the servo amplifier which bal-
ances the error signal when engine deflection is adequate. In this way the amount ~
of thrust deflection is proportional to the amount of attitude error.

Response of the missile to the position gyro error signal causes an angular
rate of attitude change which is converted to a signal by the rate gyros. The
rate signal is summed with the position error signal to prevent over-correcLon
and thus dampens oscillatory hunting of the system for its' reference attitude.
The rate gyros also act to produce a quickeT response of the system when attitude
errors occur.

TRAJECTORY ESTABLISHMENT

After a short period of vertical rise the missile is rolled, if necessary,
until its' target side aligns with the desired trajectory. This action is ac-
complished through the programmer which causes current to be applied to the
torque mi cro syn.: of the roll position gyru until the gyro float reaches the de-
sired reference attitude. The resulting displacement of the signal micTosY9-
caus€s an error signal which produces thrust deflection as needed to roll the
missile. Achievement of proper roll alignment returns the signal microsyn to
null in the new reference position. Attitude stabilization will continue to the
new reference through the remainder of powered flight.
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~ When the roll program has been completed the missile is pitched to the
desired angle in a similar manner.

At the end of the programmed flight the programmer closes a relay which
enables guidance signals to be applied to the control system through the torque
microsyns of the yaw and pitch position gyros. If the missLle is within a certain
volume of space ("barrel in the ski') guidance steering signals will make small
accurate changes in missile attitude as required to achieve a satisfactory tra-
J ectory 0

MISSILE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The Missile electrical system consists of a main missile battery~ a power
changeover or transfer circuii:-S~an inverter (motor-generator) 0 AC·and DC dis-
tributivn busses and interconnecting wiring cableso The main battery and invert-
er combination provide the AC and DC voltages required by the missi Ie system
during flight. See figure 2.

The main missile battery is the only source of missile borne electrical
power, excluding the Re-entry vehicle which is provided with individual bat-
terieso In order to satisfy the power requirements a missile battery must meet
the followiny specIfications:

a. Light in weight and small in size.
b. Reliable vOltage with a hign amper-hour capabili~yo
Co Maintenance free and dependable.
d. WiLhsl.and varying lempera~u.les~ low pressure. shock, vibration, and

a\jcelerations.

There are two classes of batteries and their characteristics are:

a. Primary battery - not rechargeable, long snelf (storage) life,
no maintenance and instant use capability.

b. Secondary battery - rechargeable, high reliability, and checkout
c apani Li ty ,

Most of the batteries used in missiles today are the primary type.
Secvndary bat~eries may be used with solar \jells providing reCharge capability
when collector areas are exposed to sunlight. Examples are those used with the
pioneer V satelliteo

There are ~wo types of batteries used in the ICBM field lor air-borne
operation. These missile baLteries are many times more reliable than the
con~ntional lead-acid type. Nicad(nicKel-cadmium) oatLeries contain plates
of nickel and cadmium separ a ced by thin plastic sheets. Eacn plate is "sintered",
a process which fuses a micro-fine powder onto a fine mesh screen. This leaves
the plates about eighty percent porous~ ~hus increasing the effective plate sur-
face area many hundred times. The electrolyte used is generally thirty percent
potassium hydroxide.
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Silver-zinc batteries are more widely used in the ICBM operations. They
are dry charged, requiring only the addition of electrolyte for actuation. Com-
pared to Nicdd batteries, Silver-zinc batteries are only about one-third as
heavy, yet their output on an equal weight basis is four times as great. See
figure 3.

The missile inverter (motor-generator) is the portion of the airborne
electrical system that furnishes 115/200V, 30. 4UO cps power to the missile
loads during flight. During flight the inverter receives its input power
(28V ~) from the main missile battery through a power changeover or transfer
switch. During the countdown it receives a 28V DC input from a ground power
source. The output of the inverter is generally to the guidance and flight
control systems.

The function of the changeover or transfer switch is to transfer the
miss~le loads from an external power source to the missile nattery inverter
power supply during the latter portion of th~ countdown. This transfer is auto-
matically accomplished by the launch control equipment.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM OPERATION

Prior to starting, the countdown power is applied to certain selected
systems from the ground power supply source to maintain the systems in a ready
or standby condition. This source of power will b~ used throughout the m~or
portion of th., countdown, and mi ssi le system functional checks will be ac-
complished from this power source. During the countdown, the inverter will
be automatically started and output checked, then the output will be applied
to the AC bus, tllen the AC ground power source will be disconnected and the
inverter will carry the P9wer load. During this time a 28V DC ground power
supply has been connected to the Missile DC buss. During the "commit phase" or
latter part of the countdown, the battery will be activated and applied to the
mis~ile DC buss. The battery will th~n furnish power to drive the inverter as
well as supplying the required 28V DC loads for the missile. In some missiles
there will be two airborne batteries, one to drive the inverter, and a separate
one to supply tAle 28V DC loads.

These batteries have a relatively short life once they are activated and
a load is applied. Reliability in this condition is limited to a few minutes,
therefore, if the countaown was aborted after the battery is actIvated, a new
battery would have to be Installed to restore the missile electrical system to
a ready condition.
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P08itive Electrode
Copper-wire Screen
Silver-oxide Paste

~~------- Separator
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/ Hydraulic and Pneumatic System

A missile hydraulic system is basically very much like an aircraft
~ydraulic system. The primary energizing unit of the hydraulic system is the
pump. A reservoir to store fluid, pressure relief va lves , check va lves , f i Lter s,
accumulator and hydraulic actuators are necessary components for most hydraulic
""§"ystemso

The hydraulic pump can be driven by an electric motor or by some other
energy source within the missile. On liquId propellant missiles1 the hydraulic
pump may be driven by the turbo-pump which also drives the fuel pumpso Two types
of pumps frequently used are the geared-type and the piston-type (reciprocating
pump). The Vickers pump, Gommonly used on missiles, is a rotating piston type
pump and can De either·constant volume or constant pressure in operation. For
operation, the intake port is connected to the fluid reservoir, and the output is
connected to the high pressure deli.very line. The hyuraulic actuator and the load
to which it is attached are displaced by the fluid being pumped into the system.

Fluid flows from the hydraulic reservoir to the pressurizing pump which
forces fluid throughout the systemo The reservoir also receives the returning
fluid after it has performed the desired work on the hydraulic actuator piston~

Pressure relief valves are designed,to limit the pressure in the nydraulic
system to some maximum value and thus prevent damage to parts of the systemo
Some hydraulic systems used hydraulic pressure regulating switches instead of
relief valves. Such switches control the power-pump operation in response to
pressure Changes within the systemo

An accumulator acts 'as an auxiliary storage place for hydraulic fluid under
pressureo In so doing, it tends to dampen out pulsations or pressure surges in
the hydraulic system. Pul~ating flow in a hydraulic system would Cause vibration
of components and unsteady operation of the control devices to which the.actuators
are linked. Accumulators may be of t'he floating piston type or the diaphragm
type. In both .types, the. air chamber is charged with compressed air to a pressure
corresponding to the line pressure desired in the hydraulic syste~~

One-way check valves are used to keep the fluid always flowing iu one di-
rect.iono This keeps system pressure from being dumped overboard and to restrain
the fluid from reverse flow through the filterso

The purpose of a hydraulic actuator is to transform fluid pressure into
mechanical force necessary for moving some type of control device. The fluid to
the actuator is usually controlled by a nydraulic servo-valve connected to the
actuator. The servo-valve receives the electrical signal from the flight control
system, and meters the fluid to the hydraulic actuator to displace the actuator
piston in the proper direction and proper amount"
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Transfer systems that use air as t!Lecmedium of energy transfer are referred ~
to as pneumatic systems. Basically. tne operation of a pneumatic system is simi-
lar to the hydraulic system just discussed. A pneumatic system cannot be used
for engine actuators on missiles because of the slow response caused by compres-
sability of the air. Pneumatics can be used on missiles to pressurize the accu-
mulator, the hydraulic reservoir, the propellant tanks, and to operate the fuel
valves. The most common pneumatic systems use heliurnor nitrogen pressures •.
FLIGHT CONTROL CHECKOUT AND TEST

Flight control checkout may be accomplished by panels located at the com-
plex or in the maintenance area. The checkout will usually include:

Power check of all units to determine voltage and frequency.
Gyro drift check to determine gyro conditiono
Slew check to determine that command signal introduced through a position
gyro will properly gimbal the engine.
Programmer unit check to simulate flight.
Gyro sensing check by introducing error signals to De electronically
monitoredo
If a malfunction is found, flight control test equipment for servo-valves,

inverters, rate gyros and the programmer:::j;s-used to further isolate the cause ,
~I

SUMMARY
The flight controller represents the link between the guidance (programmed

or inertial) and the engines. By using the circuitry in the flight controller
it can perform its missiono The mission o~ job of the flight controller can be
simply stated as control and stability of the missile in flight. It uses the
gyros, both position and rate, for information and converts this to data whjch
is fed to the hydraulic system by way of the servo-valves to effect engine
movements.
QUESTIONS

1. What is the relationship of the hydraulic system to the remainder of
the flight control system?

2. What is the function of the flight control system?

3. Guidance signalS enter the flignt control system through what unit?
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4. Name the major units of the flight control system.

5. What are the major requirements of any automatic control system?

6. What is the purpose of the position and rate gyros?

7. What is the function of the programmer?

8. How is a pitch change accomplished?

~. Name the major components of a missile electrical system.

10. What is the difference between the Nicad and Silver-zinc batteries?

II. Wnat is a primary clAss battery?

12. Li st the sequence of events· that occur when clrimgirrgfrom external
to internal power.

13. Name the major components of a missile hydraulic system.

REFERENCES

TO-21 SM75-1
AFM 52-31
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DAYS 46 & 47

INERTIAL GUIDANCE

OBJECTIVE:

To familiarize you with the fundamentals of an inertial guidance system
and its components.

INrRODOCTION:

The function of an inertial gUIdance sy~tem is to direct a missile to a
point In space where a re-entry vehicle is released and allowed to free fall to
the target. An outstanding feature of the system is that it is completey self-
containedg requiring no additional information after launch, and is virtually
immune to countermeasures. Its accuracy compares favorably with other more so-
phisticated systemsg while miniaturization of components has permitted construc-
tion well within the imposed parameters of size and weight. Inertial guidance sys-
tems are in use in the Atlas E and F, Titan II, Minuteman, and in IRBMs Thor,
Jupiter and Polaris. With continuing research and refinement it is the guidance
system of the forseeable future.

~ GUID~NCE PRINCIPLES

An inertial guidance system employs one OL the oldest methods of navigation
known to man; dead reCkoning. Dead reckoning may be defined as the method of ad-
vancing from a known position to a later position by adding one or more vectors
that represent known courses and distance. It is basic to all other forms of
navigation. There are two baSIC problems in navigating by dead reckoning, one
essentially the reverse of the other. In general terms they are:

I. Pre-planning a course from one known position to another by use of in-
formation about the route which will affect the course.

2. Use of observed data while enroute to effect corrections to the desired,
pre-planned course.

The reliability of this system is heavily dependent upon the accuracy and
detail of the information supplied it. For example, if it were possible to pre-
dict with all the variables which would affect a flight from New York to Chicago,
(exact magnetic variations, each tiny gust of wind, etc) the navigation problem
would be solved in its pre-planning phase and ao--in-flight corrections would be
necessary. Aside from the objections which would be raised by the navigators'
union, we realize lhat no such precision is possible and that the real solution
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to the problem emerges from in-flight observat ions and corrections. The accur ac
with which these are performed will then be a direct measure of the overall accu-~
racy of the entire flight.

Missile-borne inertial guidance systems emplty the principles just discussed
with several refinements. Tne pre-planning is accomplished by UNIVAC-type com-
puters and a simplified digest of the solution is supplied to the memory circuits
of the guidance system airborne computer. In-flight observations are performed by
accelerometers, (devices which measure acceleration in a specific direction),
and are correlated to the stored memory data in the computer to arrive at steering
corrections.

This method of dead reckoning differs essentially from that previously dis-
cussed in that the in-flight observations are made internally - meaning that no
information is available in flight from an external source. In addt1ion, the en-
tire operation of the system - observation, comparison, correction - is JiacC'QnlI1lJ,i,shed
continuously, from instant to instant, rather than periodically or at the whim of
a human navigator. Another major difference lies in the coordinates or reference
system used. Aircraft navigation is usually performed in relation to latitude
and longitude coordinaies or some other earth-bound reference system. The missile
inertial guidance system considers no external references other than its launch
position and the target, and always determines its new position in terms of the
position last computed. Since this is a continuous process, high degrees of ac-
curacy are achieved and deviations from a desired course are minimal.

GUIDANCE PROBLEMS

One common difficulty experienced by many students in understanding the
operation of an inertial guidance system is in interpreting the unfamiliar terms
employed. Most of us are conditioned to think of navigation in terms of magnetic
neadings, knots and nautical miles travelled. The azimuth unit used by the missile
has no apparent relation to true or magnetic north. It is merely an expression of
the missile's position in relation to an imaginary plane which includes the launch
position, the point of impact, and. the center of the earth. This will be discussed
later in greater detail. Velocity and distance are really only functions of accel-
eraLion, which is all that Lhe system can sense.

A basic understanding of some elementary physics is required to grasp the
fundamental operating principles wheneyer the velocity of a body changes, the
motion is described as acceleration. Acceleration is defined as the rate of
change of velocity, and is commonly expressed in units of feet per second per
second. Acceleration can be determined mathematically by knowing the amount of
change of velocity and the duration of time required to accomplish the change.
Consider an automobile uniformly accelerated from 20MPH to 50MPH in ten seconds,
The net change of velocity was 30MPH, and over the ten seconds during which this
increase took place we discover a rate of change of velocity of 3MPH per second
(30MPH divided by 10 seconds). Thus, at the end of one second the automobile
would be traveling 23MPH; at the end of twoaseconds 26MPH, etc. If necessary to
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~' use common terms, we could have converted the 30MPH to 44 feet per secvnd and Lhe
acceleration would then be expressed as 4.4 feet per secund per second. What was
stated here can be shown schematically as:

acceleration = final velocity - initial velocity
time

or algebraically as:

a - v - Vo
t

Expressed as a solution for final velocity (v):

v = Vo + aL

which states that the final velocity is equal to some initial velocity plus
some change of velocity. It may be similarly shown that the initial velocity
(vo) was also the result of an acceleration acting through time. or, more gen-
erally, Lhat any velocity is the result of some acceleration.

One further operation is possible, that of converting velocity to distance
travelled. Distance is simply the result of velocity acting through time:

d = vt
Given missile acceleration and duration of time, we may convert this intelligence
to more useful forms of velocity and distance.

The development of these computations may appear unfamiliar to the human
naviga~or since he generally obtains a direct reading of vehicle velocity or
distance travelled by reference to some external information. Since this is
neither possible nor desirable in a jam-proof inertial guidance system, the
problem of missile navigation is reduced to measuring accelerations and con-
verting them to velocities and/or distances.

Sysr~M COMPONENTS

It can be seen from the forgoing discussion that the only essential com-
ponents of an inertIal guidance system must include some device capable of
accurately measuring acceleration and a computer capable of translating that
informaLion into Missile steering and cvmmands and engine cutoff signals. Let
us consider some aspects of the first of these, the accelerometer.

The simplest form of accelerometer is the classical accelerometer which
is shown in Figure 1.

3
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Figure 1 - Basic Accelerometer
This device consis~s OL a mass (M) whicn is suspended by two springs in an
enClo..seacase. Wnen an a"celeration is experienced alongtne axis AC, an
apparent displacemen~ or the mass occurs due tu inertia. This IS In accord-
ance witn Newton's First Law of Mo~ion, which sta~es In par~ tnat a boay at
rest tends to remain a~ rest unless acted upon b] an external force. The
displacement can De measurea oy an electrical pick-orf as shown in Figure 1.

From Newton's Second Law of Motion we obtain tne following relatlon-
ship:
I

F = na
where F is force, m is mass, and a is acceler~tion. Thus,if the mounting
case is accelerated along axis AC oy an amount (a) and the mass (m) of the
suspended object is known, the force tF) ac~ing on the mass may be aeter-
mined. From physics we are able to establish another pertinent relation-
.sh ip:

F = kx '" .

where k is a constant of spring restraint and x IS the displacement of the
mass. Tne Lorce will thus De proportional to tbe aistance movea by tne
mass.
('ombining these l.WO relationships:

ma = kx
or

x = !!!l!.
,_. ~ .._-. K_

.1 ,
I.

4

.\

\ ------------ ---------- . -----
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where k and m are fixed values. The movement of the mass is thus proportional
to and an indication of the acceleration applied.

The operation of this simple device. while illustrative uf the principles
that apply to all accelerometers. cannot be made sufficiently sensitive for the
high degree of accuracy required in missile systems. The devices actually used
will be demonstrated in the classroom.

The second essential component of an inertial guidance system, the computero
can take many forms. Both analog and digital computers are in use. Both perform
essentially the same functions~

1. convert acceleration values to velocity and/or distance expressions;

2. compare observed quantities with stored memory data;

3. originate steering orders and engine ~utoff signals to achieve a suitable
ballistic trajectory to the target.

A aetailed analysis of one type of computer will be given in the classroom.
PLATFORM STABILIZATION

Two problems not previOUSly discussed arise in ~he operation of the inertial
guidance system:

L the accelerometers must be maintained in a fixed orientation so that the
values they transmit to the computer will always have the same meaning;

2. the erfect of gravity (also an acceleration) must be considered and
subtracted from ~he total values sensed in order to present a true
picture of missile movement.

In actual practice. a solution to the iirst problem Lesults In a partial solution
of the second. Most sys~ems use three accelerometers. each designed to sense ac-
celeration in one uirection only. These are oriented at right angles to each
other to permit measurement of missile movemen~ in any direction of three-dimen-
sional space. The accelerometers are mounted on a system of gimbals positioned
by three stabilization loops which maintain a fixed or stable platform for the
accelerometers. Each loop contains a gyro, a servo amplifier and a servo motor
which positions a gimbal. Any movement of the missile will be sensed by at
least one stabilization gyro and wi.ll be countered by an equal out opposite move-
ment 01 an appropriate gimbal. The accelerometers are thus always "pointed" in
the same direction and are able to transmit signals to the computer that always
have the same "meanind'. At the instant of launch the stable platform becomes
fixed in space and will maintain its orientation regardless of earth or missile
movement. The effect of gravity on the accelerometers is noted and subtracted
at launch and. once compensated for. will no~longer influence the system •

. 5
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PLATFORM ORIENTATION

The specific orientation given the platform will vary somewhat from system
to systemo In the particular system which we will examine in the classroomo the
platform is aligned with respect to the horizontal and' to 'B plane coincident
with ~he planned impact ~pinto Determination of the horizontal is accomplished
by use of a vertical sensing element; the azimuth or reference plane is deter-
mined oy electro-optical aiming instruments called electrotheodolites. Opera-
tion of these instruments will be discussed in greater detail in the classroom.

SYSTEMS OPERATION

At some time prior to launch the stable platform is erected by electrically
positioning the gimbalso It is then closely aligned to the horizontal and re-
ference planes by the instruments previously discussedo Power is then applied
to the stabilization gyros to maintain this initial orientationo The acceler-
ometers are mounted on the inner gimbal of the stable platform and are at right
angles to each othero Since the platform is now oriented to a particular target,
the sensing axes of the accelerometers are now in their final desired position.
Additional ground equipment called an earth rate integrator compensates for ap-
parent precession of the stabilization gyros due to rotation of the earth.

At the instant of launch ~he earth ,rate integrator is removed from the cir-
cuit and the platform is held in its final spatially-oriented position by the
stabilization gyros. The accelerometers now sense missile acceleration as com-
ponent forces of their three fixed sensing directions and Lransmit this inlorma-~
tlon to the co~puter. The computer c~nverts this information to yelocity and
distance values, compares them with Lnf ormet ion stored in its memo ry , and sup-
plies corrections to reposition the engines. Steering corrections are applied
until a position is reached which will provide a free-fall path to the target.
At this time the engines are cutoff and the re-entry vehicle separated. The
re~entry vehicle now has the proper velocity to follow a ballistic trajectory
to the target.

CHECK-OUT 0 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

Check-out of the guidance system, test equipment and procedures employed
vary yreatly from missile to missile. E~sentially these consist of testing the
proper operation of all equipment, checking on the correct alignment of the
platform, and providing the computer with a sample problem before launch to en-
sure its reli~bilityo In general, these procedures are of so technical and de-
tailed a nature as to lie beyond the scope of thi s course of instruction 0

Sample check-out and test equipment~:i::ll be demonstrated by your instructor to
acquaint you nrIef Iy with the procedu-res involved.

COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS

Inertial guidance systems, while essentially similar in their approach to
the problemo differ greatly in equipment usedo There are no less than three

16
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distinct types of accelerometers used on tOday's ICBM's. Computers range from
the relatively simple analog of the Thor to a much more complex digital type
found in the Minuteman. Some differences are also introduced between "coffin"
and "silo" missiles because of the erection of the r ormer , Alignment problems
are somewhat simplified in ~he silo missiles since the requirement for an align-
ment check after erection is eliminated. Physical location of the guidance com-
ponents ~aries from one missile to the next due to airframe and other considera-
tions. Ground equipment and test procedures~ as notea, are designed for a par-
ticular missile and are often similar in only the broadest aspect. Classroom
discussions ~ill provide an examination of a typical system and will indicate
the large differences between ~ystems.
SUMMARY

With a fixed platform to measure from, the accelerometers originate accel-
eration values for the guidance system. These values are used to aetermine
at any instant the velocity and position of the missile. The computer uses
this information to originate the necessary commands for achievement of tr~ec-
tory.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Define acceleration.

2. Why are three accelerometers used to measure missile movement?

3. Why IS a stable platform used in inertial guidance sY$tems?

4. What effect do high velocities have on the operation of the system?

5. How does an inertial guidance system determine the missilev s position?

REFERENCES:

1. Modern College PhYSICS, HE White, pp34-40

2. Inertial Navigation Systems, Autonetics

:1. Student Study Guide, TP-ACC 31150P-3

:.7
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Missile Fundamentals Branch
D~partment of Missile Training
:Sheppard ,Air Force Base, Texas

OBRI82IB/3121-3-III-IO
S~udent Study Guide

3 January 1962

DAY 49
r POWER GENERATION AND DIsrRIBUfION
J

!
OBJECTIVES:

Iii To familiarize you with power generation and-distribution.
I
i

To familiarize you with power outpu~ and utilization.
J'

I
INfRODUCfION: -

j Every system on the missile and its associated support equipment re-
iquires electrical power for operation. This day's instruction deals with
,the production and distribution of electrical· power to the launch complex
and missile.

J
1
POWER GENEHATION AND 'DIsrRIBUfION THEORY:i .
1 A theoretical power generation and
rigUre 1.

I
I
I

I

distribution system is shown in

I,
I
I

Regulator Ir----------or Control DIstribution
Unit I

,

~-I-~"

Starting
Battery ,,

Engine
,

~F-ue-l-~r

•
Generation System IUistribution System

Figure 1

1,

"______ _~_ .___ - __ -.., ~ I
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The three basic parts of a power generatiun system include the engine;
generator, and regulator. The engine may operate on gasoline or diesel iuel;
however, present missile systems use diesel fuel exclusIvely. The engine
provides mechanical power which the generator converts into electrical energy.
The regulator, or control unit, is the "brain" of the power generation system.
It consists of units to monitor and control the form of the electrical power.
This includes frequency, voltage, and phase control for each generator. In
addition, synchronizing devices and paralleling devices are provided for use
when two or more generators must be on the line simultaneously. Fuel, and
a start system (usually based on batteries) are also present.

A distribution system, prImarily switching units and connections, is
also needea, as shown in Figure 1. It should be realized that the separation
between them is not always as clear-cut as shown. For example, transformers
and rectifiers are sometimes considered part of di stribut ion and some1".i11tfes
part of the regulator. ?

Usually, this system is entirely self-contained. This is true at all
Complexes and at most Maintenance Areas. Hecause failure of the electrical
power can prevent launch, the missile system must be able to function without
commercial power which is less reliable because it is not under~ilitary con-
trol. This aoes not mean that commercial power is never used. On the contrary,
in many areas commercial power is m~re economical. Where it is both available
and more economical it will be used. However, it is never used in a way that
would allow its failure to halt the count-down. The power requirements of the
Complex change with changing weather conditions and at various points in the
count-down. All of these facts, along with power availability, must be known ~
to and considered by the LCO~

Tnere are 4 main types of power commonly distributed and used in missile
systems. They are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

480V, 3 Phase, 60 cps.
120/208V, 3 Phase, 60 cps.
DC
Miscellaneous, primarily. for
safety circuits.

i,
checkout and

AC is usually distributed through the launch complex at 3 phase 60 cycles
per second. The two voltages shown above are most common; 480V is used for rel-
atively heavy equipment, 120/208V is used for lighti~ and power circuits. Fig-
ure 2 shows now either 120V or 208V may be obtained ~~om the same lines.

DC power is used for many th~ngs. There four major uses to consider.
First, all relays work on DC. Secondly, some panel lights may work on DC to
provide malfunction isolation in case of a power failure. If these lights were
on AC, a power lailure would prevent malfunction isolation and analysis to correct
the power lailure. However, the DC is from batteries and would not be affected.

2C
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I.

I

A

--
Three Phase Diagrnrn ';iiowingl20/2U8V AC Power

Figure 2
As seen.in-the theoretical system (Figure n, a third UC use is for starting
the diesel· engines. The last m~or use we will consider is g0nArator excita-
tion. The generator is composed of electro-magnets. Prior to the introduc-
tion of cur~ent into its windings, an electro-magnet is simply a bale of wire.
The first jolt of current must come from somewhere - DC batteries are nor-
mally the source.

Toe miscellaneous power consists mainly of 3 phase 400 cps used for
checkout and ground operation of missile borne equipment. It is generated
neai the using equipment by a motor-generator operated from 60 cps power.

1"

It is interesting to note a major difference between different weapon
systems. Some systems have more than one missile per complex (Atlas D,
Titan I). In such a case, the generation equipment (along with other equip-
ment common to all the missiles of that complex) is located at some area
away from anyone missile (usually this area is near the Control Genter).
This complicates distribution. On the other hand, some complexes have only
one missile per complex (Titan II, Atlas F). In this case, the generators
will be within Lhe silo, and distribution is simplified.
srsrsa COMPONENTS
Fuel Tanks

Fuel supply for the generator sets is kept in a large diesel fuel
tank. The tank contains approximately a 30 day supply in case re-supply
problems make it necessary to operate the Complex in an isolated condition.
The fuel__is usually gravity fed to ~he generator sets.

3
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Generator Sets

The generator set consists of a diesel engine, generator, day tank,
and local control console. The gravity feed from the ~~tank is to the day
tank which is used to smooth the flow of fuel to the djjas~l engine. k standard
diesel fuel system on the diesel engine takes over at this point. The diesel
is a large engine of fairly standard design, equipped with a governor so that
it will turn the generator at a constant speed. The local control console is
provided to allow local operation of the engine-generator combination for
maintenance. Under normal operations, it is not used because operation is
remote.

A minimum of 2 such sets per complex has been established because of
the need for back-up. On the other hand, the growing complexity of gear also
put a practical maximum limit on the number of sets. At some point it becomes
easier to use larger sets than to add more sets of the same size. In present
missile systems, this limit is 4 - thus. the number of sets per complex may be
2, 3, or 4.

Switchboards

The primary switchboard combines the electrical power obtained from all
the generators and commer~ial power. It acts,as a fuse box, monitoring station,
combining unit, regulator, and distribution device. In combining the power,
care must ue taken to equal the load (paralleling), and to synChronize the
phases.

In addition, secondary switchboards are used to distribute power within
localized areas. They receive power from the primary, and may sometimes trans-
form or otherwise process it before distribution.

POWER DISIRIBUfION S¥SfEM

The distribution system consists of the switchboards discussed above,
interconnecting lines, and the using units. It is best understood by refer-
ence to Figure 3, which also shows some of the equipment making up the complex
which uses the electrical power. Also, notice that long distance transmission
is done by high vOltage AC. Very little DC distribution is done, although
.much DC is used. The reason is that batteries (all prvvided with a rectifier
~nd trickle charge device) are located at many convenient locations.

c..;HECKOUfAND TESf REQUIREMENrS

Checkout of power systems consists of such functions as:

Power availability check
Emergency start system check
Regulator check

4
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i --~>--480V AC

IDiesel Fuel Storage I - - ~ -- 120/208V AC

Primary Swi tchboard ->-, Launch Control,Generator Sets
(2 to 4)

Commercial Power

.
I

,I
I

LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER

LAUNCH PAD (one of many)

Pneumatic
Controller

~heckout
IEquipment

Missile
Shelter

ropellant
ransfer

System

I '
I
I

DIS!RIBt1rION SYS!EM.,IIN A MULTI-MISSILE COMP~X
___________, , figure 3
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Most of the checkout equipment is located at the monitoring devices in the
primary switchboard. Test equipment is used to locate malfunctions and for
periodic recalibration of the monitoring devices.

SAFEI'Y

Mo~t safety precautions within this area are already well known to you.
For example, high voltage lines and any "hot" electrical lines must be treated
with respect. In addition, the diesel engines need proper ventilation for
safe operation. The regulation equipment must work properly, as supplying
an item with an incorrect power ii a dangerous practice. One interesting
problem is the possibility of damage to equipment and personnel if a genera-
tor were brought on the line seriously out of phase with other generators al-
ready on the line. In such a case, it is possible for forces to be set up
which will cause, one generator to "jump its mount". Admittedly, phasing is
often handled by automatic units to prevent this, but checkout and proper op-
eration of this equipment can not be overstressed.

SUMMARY:

The launch complex, belng self-sustaining requires a complete electrical
power generation system. This system is capable of furnishing all the elec-
trical power needed at the compJex.

In some cases, this power is used at the same voltage as produced by the
generators. At other times, it is necessary to pass ~he electrical power
through step-down transformers before use.

QUESTIONS:

1. Name the three essential elements of a power generation system.
/IIlolOte
GEtJ£I\A7D
K6(;,ULA-\O

2. Why is an internal power generation system necessary?
§ee.tJ try

3. List some of the factors affecting the power requirements of the
complex.

6
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4. What are the 4 types of power utilized at the complex?
;"i~{)iJ-lf-3 p
J-. 1-(J;1 J 14-3 F'
3 \ 20 U f 1-::> p

if Dc:,

5. What are the teo's duties with respect to power generation overload?-rt r I::; V --o:~' ?£: Rfi/t 1 f,S (U F 2.. (../A 1-' l/lj '-o t:H r:;:r:: J _. U;J J/ t J!':'//V !,-.:' t:

REFEHEl'\CES:

1. T.O. 21-SM75-1, General Manual

2. T.O. 21-SM75-lF-2-6, Function Manual-Launch Position Power
Generation and Distributing System Analysis and Maintenance.
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DAY 50

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

OBJECTIVES:

To become familiar with the needs for ballistic missile enviropmental
control sy sterns.

INTRODUCTION:

Missiles are designed with highly sophisticated units and therefore the
environment for such systems must be controlled to enable the specialized
equipment to function properly. Specific temperatures are maintained with-
in limits by an air conditioning unit, located at the launch pad and in the
maintenance area. In addition to rn is sile environment control, personnel
work areas must also be air conditioned.

THEORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

An environmental control system is designed to maintain correct tem-
perature, humidity, and filte red condition; however, this test covers only
the temperature control system. The cooled air is supplied by the refri-
gerative process in most systems. The refrigerative system is composed
of a compres so r , condenser, liquid receiver and evaporator and utilizes
freon gas as the cooling agent. Figure 1 shows the compres sor producing
a high pressure vapor which is sent to the condenser to dissipate heat and
return to the liquid state before entering the receiver. The liquid then
goes to the evaporator where heat is absorbed from the air in changing
the liquid into a gas. The process of absorbing heat from the air as it
passes over the coils produces the required cooling effect.

1
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Warm air is obtained from hot wat e r which is heated by electric probes
as shown in Figure 2 or by the diesel engines. The hot water is circulated
through hea t exchangers where heat is absorbed by air passing over coils.
This warmed air is often combined with cooled air to maintain the dose
temperature tolerances required of missile air conditioning.

1

Heat Exchanger

Electric Heating Elements

17 17 17 17 I?
Pump

I

Heater Storage Tank

Figure 2
Heating Cycle

1

1
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A typical schematic of a rni.s s il e air conditioner is shown in Figure
3. The three subsystem unit supplies conditioned air to meet missile re-·
quirements, in specific areas, such as the guidance section. This section
requires hot and cold air as determined by the mode of system operation.
The engine section receives only heated air which may include gaseous
nitrogen to serve as a fire suppression agent during the liquid oxygen load-
ing and firing sequences.

Cont rol of the missile temperatures is maintained by one or more
sensing devices. Since the outside temperature must be considered in
maintaining the desired tolerance for the guidance meas urement unit, two
sensing devices in the air conditioning duct and another at the outlet side
of the measureme nt unit are required. All three devices send signals to
a temperature control box to control the air conditioner rrrea s ur errie nt unit
subsystem mixing valve.

CHECKOUT AND TEST OF AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Leaks are one of the major problems in a refrigeration system. Leaks
in the system may be detected by holding a swab of ammonia or a sulfur
taper near the area of a suspected leak. The reaction of refrigerant with
either of these will produce a white smoke. Another method, is to coat the
lines with "soap suds" and observe for bubbling which indicates a leak. A
"halide" leak detector is also used to locate leaks. This unit burns acety-
lene through a copper washer which acts as a catalyst and helps break down
the refrigerant vapor. Air is drawn into the unit through a hose which is
held near the area of the .suspected leak. The flame, if refrigerant is pre-
sent, will be a brilliant green.

SAFETY

The air conditioning unit is almost devoid of hazards and requires
only a few safety precautions. One of the hazards is to avoid getting re-
frigerant in the eyes since it will freeze the eye and cause blindness. For
that reason, the use of goggles when handling liquid refrigerant cannot be
over-emphasized. Other safety tips are to avoid inhalation of the vapor
and to observe correct handling procedures when moving cylinders con-
taining refrigerants. A cylinder placed near extreme heat can become
as dangerous as dynamite.

4
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SUMMARY:

The air conditioning unit us ed for environmental control of the missile
has three subsystems. 1£anyone of these three develops a malfunction,
an indication will appear. Such malfunction may prevent launching of the
missile until the trouble is corrected. Safety precautions must always be
observed when troubleshooting or maintaining the equipment.

QUESTIONS:

1. List the sections of the mis sil e that normally receive conditioned
air.

2. Why is nitrogen gas used in conjunction with envi r onrne nta.l control?

3. What does the term "environmental control" mean?

4. What are some of the environmental control items that require
checking?

REFERENCES:

T.O. 2l-SM75-l General Manual

T. O. 2l-SM75-lF-2-7 Missile Air Conditioning System Analysis and
Maintenance
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Mi~sile ~aunch/Missile Officer
Missile Fundamentals Branch
Department of Missile Training

~ Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas
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Student Study Guide

3 January 1961

DAY 51

AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT

UBJECTIVES:

'fo familiarize you with the use and purpose of aerospace ground equip-
ment, test and checkout equipment.

INTROD OCT 10N:

A weapon system includes much more ~han an aircraft or a missile. It is a
combination of the support equipment, test equipmentQ control consoles and trained
personnel required to keep the aircraft or missIle in an operational condition,
to get it into the air, and to accomplish its mission.

Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) is that equipment required on the ground
to make a weapon system operational in its intended.eovironment. AGE is divided
into two main categories: Maintenance Ground Equipment and Operating Ground Eq-
uipment. This text considers selected items of AGE which are considered repre-
sentative.

MAINTENANCE GROUND EQUIPMENT (MGE)
~

Maintenance Ground Euuipment is that portion of aerospace ground equipment
that is used by maintenance personnel for putting the missile and its component
parts into an operational condition after it has been tendered inoperational as
a result of malfunctions or other reasons. This includes equipment for perform-
ing leak checks, resistance and continuity checks and pressure checks. Also in-
cluded in this category is that equipment used for handling the missile, such as
trailers and dollies.

STANDARD TEST E:QUIPMENT

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter (VTVM) - An electrical meter incorporating a vacuum
t une amplifier. It is an extremely accurate voltmeter and ohmm~ter',}with2a
wiae range. The panel usually consists of:

One meter with several scales - linear for vOltage measurement and
non-linear for resistance measurement.

Three controls - one function switch for mode of operation, one
range switch to select range of voltage or resistance to be measured,
and one adjustment knob for zeroing the meter prior to use.

1
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Four test leads - a "common" or "ground" Jead , a DC voltage Lead , an
AC probe and lead, and an OHMS lead.

Model 545 Oscilloscope (Tektronix) - An accurate and widely adaptable unit
with the following advantages:

Greater accuracy over a wide range of frequencies obtained through
plug-in preamplifiers.

Accurately calibrated sweep speed permitting direct reading of time
intervals and frequencres of observed signals.

Immediate determination of location of the trdce when the screen is
blank (off-scope).

A capability for magnification of selected portions of a trace (de-
layed-sweep expansion).

Oscilloscope or Recorder: - An instrument for making a permanent record of
some item versus time. To do this, a clock-like motor moves a piece of graph
paper at CQDstant speed past a pen which moves across the graph paper at
right angbesto the direction the paper is pulled. The pen movement is con-
trolled by the function to be recorded (voltage, temperature, etc.).

Digital Voltmeter - A measurement instrument with a aisplay somewhat like
the mileage portion of an automobile speedometer (odometer). It is there-
fore easier to read than a standard voltmeter. It is also much more accurat~
because comparision and feedback arrangement are used to obtain the readout.

Electronic Counters - A circuit capable of counting discrete digital informa-
tion. Digital counting means that each piece of infOTil'/I,ationhas a definite
starting and stopping place. Electronic ~ounters are used in airect counting,
computers 0 and" EPUf" meters (events per unit of time). The counter can be
ouilt to count in any desired number system by using oinary and/or ring cir-
cuits.

Frequency Measurement Equipment - Determines frequencies by direct counting
of the peaks and comparing an unknown to a known frequency with an oscillo-
scope. The comparison method uses tones from national time standard station,
WWV, to display on the oscilloscope, and compare with the frequency to be
calibrated. Since WWV tones are at a known frequency, the unit under test
can be calibrated correctly. Such calibration is usually aone by the PMEL
(precision measurement equipment lab). Frequency values are important since
AC VOltages are used to maintain very accurate motor speed in equipment such
as gyros.

Non-electronic standard test equipment includes items such as micrometers.
thermometers, pressure gages, and flow meters.

2
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~MISSILE SPECIALIZED TEST EQUIPMENr

This design of this type of equipment varies considerably between weapon
systems. It will be covered in the appropriate OZR Course.

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT

Transport systems are varied and no specific sys,tem serves more than one
type missile. It would be economically advantageous if one set of transporters
could be used for every missile but because of the construction and configura-
tion of each missileQ this is not feasible. There is ~ransport equipment for
airborne, groundQ component and section handling.

Typical ground handling equipment for a weapon system will include:

Transporter - A means of moving a missile by road. In some instances,
this unit is used as a portion of the erection system. When such an
application is made the unit is called a Transporter-Erector.

Shipping Dolly - Normally used for supporting the missile during shipment
by air. In some cases the dolly is a multiple unit.

Power Packs - Used on the various shipping dev ic.es when a requirement
exists for electrical power during shipping such,as guidance system gyro
heat.

Engine SectIon uolly - Special equipment used in the maintenance areas to
move the engines ~hrough their maintenance sequence or from one area of the
maintenance building to ,another.

Re-entry Vehi cle Dolly (two dollies) - A maintenance dolly, whose function
is the same as the Engine Section Dolly. An indexing dolly with the capa-
bility of moving the R/V varying amounts in any direction.

Cranes - Generally used in the maintenance build_ng for moving components
from place to place or dolly to dolly. In silo configuration cranes are
used to place the missile on the launcher either stage by stage, or in its
entirety. Cranes, range -is size from small nand units and overnead types to
large, seIfeprope lIed units such as the Coles and MC-I.

" .
OPERATING GROUND EQUIPMENT (OGE)

Operating Ground Equipment is that portion of Aerospace Ground Equipment
that is a functional part of a system and operates with the aerospace vehicle
and/or item as an essential element. OGE could be considered as that equip-
ment which is absolutely necessary for launCh, out sometime includes that
equipment which is normally used to support a launch.

3
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LAUNCH CONTROL AND MONITOR SYSTEM

This system is one of the primary components in, any missile weappn system.
Its primary purpose is continuous monitoring of the AGE and missile components
and initiation and control of the launch countdown. This system consists of
several components as required by the specific weapon system.

Atlas "Dot

Atlas "E'
Atlas "F"

Titan I

Ti tan II

Minuteman

~ Launch Control Officer Consoles
3 Launch Operator/Analyst ConSOles
3 Status Panels
I Guidance Set
1 Master (Launch) Sequencer Group

1 Launch Control Officer ConSOle
I LaunCh Analyst Console
I Master (Launch) Sequencer Group

L Launch Control Officer Console
1 Equipment and Facility ConSOle
1 Guidance Set
1 Master (Launch) Sequencer Group

1 Launch Control Officer Console
1 Launch Complex Facilities Console
I Master (Launch) Sequencer Group

I Launch Control Officer Console
I Master (Launch) Sequencer Group

Launch Control Officer Console - Varies in capability from complete control
and monitoring being vested in this one unit on the Minuteman to a limited
capacity with subordinate units on other systems.

Launcy Operator/Analyst or Launch Complex Facility Console - A subordinate con-
sole which continuously monitors the missile and AGE during standby and countdown.
In some configurations a part of the control is vested in this consoleJ .

Status Panel - Wnen used, this~anel monitors and supp lies a quick \reference
of the weapon system status. In some systems the unit becomes jnoperative when
countdown commences and the readings are transferred to the major monitoring
consoles.

Guidancec-.Set :-'..::Associatedwith weapnn systems employing radio guidance, it
functions as checkout equipment during countdown. Programmed operations. arm
and pre-arm, staging and other vital signals may, also be checked during ground
operation. During flight. it monitors the trajectory samples information sent
from the missile and sends back steering and discrete commands to achieve a
satisfactory traj ectory ,

4
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~ster (Launch) Sequencer Group - Used by all weapon systems that have countdown
procedure prior to launch. This unit initiates and controls the sequence of events,
insures continuity of the sequence and holds or stops the countdown if a system
malfunctions. All sequencers employ the same principle out the sizes will vary
with the makeup of Lhe weapon. Some sequencers may contain 900 relays while others
can control with fewer than 200. Sequencers may control thv entire countdown
automatically once started or just complete portions of the countdown and require
another manual signal to initiate the next sequenGe of events.

HYDRAULIC PUMPING UNIT (HPU)

This unit supplies hydraulic pressure for external operations such as shelter or
hatch removal or missile erection. Internal operations such as engine gimbal~theck-
out also require the use of ground hydraulics. This unit may provide both operations~
but an independent system for each operation is more common. The hydraulic system
will play an important part in the size of the electrical power productIon system
because of the number and size of electric motors required to drive hydraulic
pumps.
PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

Various gases under pressure are used for propellant transfer, missile bottle
and tank pressurization and in some instances to actuate the missile release mech-
'nisms. It is especially important in the Atlas since the propellant tank pressuri-

tion maintains structural rigidity a failure may cause the missile to collapse~

~LECTROTHEODOLITE

There are pros and cons on the various forms of guidance - all inertial and
radio types. One of the cons on the all-inertial system is the time spent in a~
ligning the system. A theodolite is a necessity and is a very sensitive piece of
equipment subject to damage if not used or treated correctly. A guidance alignment
console and the theodolite are used for positionirtg and maintaining the position of
the stable platform during countdown. Without this equIpment a hit is not possible

, and therefore the utmost care must be taken to insure that this unit is in perfect
operating order.

MISSILE SAFErY

The need for safety in the missile field cannot be over-emphasized. In your
work area you will probably encounter safety hazards every day. Here are some of
the more important hazards you will encounter:

Danger from falling objects.

5
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Failure to wear proper protective clothing or equipment when engaged
in maintenance operations.

Danger from the whipping action of pressurized lines and from escaping
pressurized gases.

Danger of electrocution from high vOltage lines.

Ever present potential fire hazards.

Freezing of skin tissue or body members from liquid oxygen and liquid
nitrogen.

Possibi Lity of an explosive mixture beingtormed if spined hydraulic
fluid, grease, oil, fuel and foreign material combines with liquid
oxygen.

Danger of asphyxiation when working with toxic cleaners in confined
areas.

The use of hard hats, check Iistsand common sense will mi mnu ze injuries
to personnel and damage to equipment. In addition to the normal precautionary
measures, know your safety procedures. Know where the safety showers, eye-wash
fountains, and fire extinguishers are located and how to use them. These things
may save your life.

SUMMARY:

We have introduced you to the broad category of equipment referred to as
Aerospace Ground Equipment, which includes Operational Ground Equipment and
Maintenance Ground Equipment. In some cases it may be impossible to identify a
piece of equipment as either MGE or OGE, because it seems to fit both classi-
fications. But, because of its importance, you wUl become as familiar with
certain pieces of AGE as you are with your car.

QUESTIONS:

1. Define Aerospace Ground Equipment.

20 Define Operational Ground Equipment and Maintenance Ground Equipment.

6
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3. What is the difference between Test Equipment and Checkout Equipment?

4. What is the purpose of the Power Pack used during tran~portation of the
mi ssile?

5. What is a Digital Voltmeter?

6. What is the purpose of the standby or continuous status panel?
(VU I C k' RF rFf.':'FA/( F

7. What item controls the sequence of events in a countdown,
I...A ()IV c /I wS' G C; vt-A!c CR:

Rr..FERENCES:

1. AFR 60-1.

2. General Manuals of the SM-65 , SM-75Q and SM-BO Weapon Systems.

7
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Mi s sile Launch/Missile Officer
Missile Fundamentals Branch
Department of Missile Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

OBR1821B/ 3121- 3-III-13
Student Study Guide

16 February 1962

Days 52 and 53

LAUNCH CONTROL AND COUNTDOWN

OBJECTIVES:

To familiarize you with the squadron support areas functions and
relationship to launch control; launch site, its components and function;
personnel requirements; Missile Alert/Ready condition; and the missile
countdown.

REFERENCES:

General Manuals of SM65, 68 and 80

SAC Reg 20-20.

INTRODUCTION:

The employment of strategic missiles in our defense force has
introduced new concepts of operations and logistical support. An
understanding of these functions and how one supplements the other
is essential to the unit mission.

In this study guide the general operational concept and the direct
support functions are introduced.

Squadron Support Area (Support Base)

The Support Base serves as the "home base" for the entire missile
squadron. It itrcl ude s the housekeeping activities for the organization
such as supply and administration. The various shops that are required

FOR· INSTR UCTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
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for accomplishing maintenance beyond the capabilities of the combat crews
are located here. Storage and maintenance for the re-entry vehicles and
in most cases, the LOX plant are also located here.

This Support Base is usually associated with or a part of a well
. I

e srabl ished SAC base, and for good r.easons--time, money and existing
logistic support.

The following major facilities a.re provided there:

A' maintenance function called Missile Assembly and Maintenance
Shops. This function houses all the .specialist maintenance functions such
as hyd r auki.c s, pneumatics, pr opul-s ion, electronics and may also house
the squadron administrative functions. One of the major functions per-
formed authe MAMS i\3.the Receiving Inspection. When the .mis sil.e is
received, it is inspectedci.nd checked to insure its r ead ines s for installa-
tion in the launcher.

LOX Plant - for the production of cryogenic supplies. Most liquid
rocket systems have a requirement .for LOX and Liquid Nitrogen. The
major l::>y-product is gaseous nitrog.en which is used extensively in the
field.

Munitions Maintenance Squadron - is responsible for all pha se aof
operation concerning the R/v.

LAUNCH SITE

The Launch ~5ite is that group of structures where the missile is
housed and launched. This can vary from a v.ery complex installation ;.'
as with the Titan I or Atlas D, to a much more simplified' site such as
Minuteman employs. Other systems will be between these extremes.

A Launch Site generally consists of these essentials:

1. Launch Control Center

a. Launch control and monitoring devices
b. Communications network.
c. Power generation or d'istr.i.butionvsy'stern,

2
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2. Equipment Area

a. Power generation and distribution system.
b. Hydraulic power supplies.
c. Air conditioning units.
d. Logic or sequencing equipment.

3. Propellant Storage Facilities:

a. Fuel and oxidizer storage.
b. Pneumatics.

4. Launcher Area

a. Silo, coffin, or above ground missile enclosure.
b. This area may house much of the equipment mentioned above.

The type of structure and number of units described above will be
dependent on the type and series of weapon system. Some sites are so
compact that two structures will house all of the above functions. Others,
because of guidance criteria and other considerations, employ a number
of structures. But most of the equipment is typical of ahy weapon system.

In most instances, the site survival requirement, referred to as over-
pressure miriimums, dictates the type of facilities used to house the
missile and equipment. This will determine whether the site is an above
ground or underground installation. These overpressure minimums have
been established as three categories:

1. Soft - Can withstand no overpressure.

2. Semi-hard- must be able to withstand a minimum .of ·25 PSI.

3. Hard - must withstand a minimum of 100 PSI.

3
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The physical profile or squadron configuration of each of the weapon
systems "issjdenoted by numerical terms such as 13,x3" "11x9", Hlx12",
etc. These terms will explain at a glance the number of control centers
per squadron, the number of missiles per control cejite r and the resul-
tant squadron strength. Using the "3x3", the first three denotes the
number of missiles per control cehre r , the second three is the number
of control cerite r s per squadron. Multiply the two fi gur e s and you come
up with squadron strength.

SITE SELECTION

This is an area of ever - changing requirements. Criteria today
differs considerably with those initially established when the field was
new. Each weapon system has its peculiar requirements that may
differ considerably from any basic criteria set up in the past. Future
evolutio~ will also 'bring about additions or changes. Some current
factors are targetirig or range, support facilities, geological structure,
morale, land availability. 'booster impact, to name a 'few, and much
can be said concerning each of these factors.

PERSONNEL REQUIRE:MENTS

You are al.r eady familiar with the support Base requirements, or-
ganization and utilization of personnel, ::s.~we will confine this di ecu s sion
to those people who man the Launch Site. It is not feasible ,to speak in
specific termsast'o v.:ho rria.kesrup the crews that man the site; for each
weapon system and weapon series dictate the numbers and specialists
makeup of these crews. Most systems employ these basic people, but
their use of these people may differ considerably. The launch 'crew is
presently referred to as the Missile Combat Crew and is generally made
up of Mi s sil e Combat Cr ew-Cornrnande r s (formerly called launch control
officers), BMA'r's, 'MMT'~ and EPPT/S's.

Establishment of the ~eady condition

Establishment of the missile alert/ready condition includes emplace-
ment of the missile on the launcher, indexing the re-entry vehicle to the
rn is si1e, performing a post installation, inspection and using operational
ground equipment to checkout all systems. At the completion of all
maintenance. servicing and checkout of the missile and OGE will be
ready for a tactical countdown after which the alert/ready' condition is
established.

4
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After the alert/ready condition has been established the Missile Combat
Crew Commander is responsible for maintaining this condition. He may
call for assistance from the MAMS in the way of mobile maintenance teams
of specialist dispatch as required.

Maintaining the ready condition

Maintaining the alert/ready condition is generally a monitoring, anal-
yzing and controlling function, and the accomplishment of the daily maintenance
plan. The specifics involved will vary with weapon systems.

COUNTDOWN:

When you think of a countdown, pe r haps' this suggests a scene in which
a launch control officer is counting backwards from ten to zero. Or it may
have an-'el'ftirely different suggestion for you, depending on previous a s so c-
iations. -

As a part of missile jargon, the term implies a very significant func-
tion in the life of missile men. Because it pertains to launching a missile,
this is the period of time just prior to launch during which a certain
chronological sequence of events must occur. As these events occur,
various subsystem s and components are being reached or checked to
determine their operational capability.

Accomplishing a countdown doesn't necessarily mean that a missile is
to be l.aunche'd, v~Thene.arepjo_actice; countdowrs that serve the purpose of
qualifying crews for the missile concerned. There are also countdowns
that are required after maintenance has been accomplished to determine
whether or not proper corrective action has been taken, and whether or
not the subsystem will now function properly.

Practice countdowns, or those called for by maintenance, can be
either wet or dry, in a liquid fuel system, depending on whether or not
propellants are to be loaded. This is determined by the purpose for which
the countdown is being accomplished. Normally, if an event fails to occur,
it will terminate the countdown, unless it is ~'Sinttllated. Therefore, if
the propellants are not to be loaded, certain signals will have to be simulated
because the :events must generally occur in a specified order or sequence.
Simulating these signals will be accomplished by a launch sequencer, or
perhaps by a special item of ground handling equipment, depending on the
weapon system.

5
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Missile and R/V batteries will not be activated if the missile is not
to be launched. There may be other events of a practice countdown that
are to be simulated. depending upon the circumstances.

Countdowns are divided into phases which will vary from one system
to another. Certain related events may be grouped together within a phase.
For example. we might refer to a mechanical phase during which the missile
will be positioned for launch. the engines will be girnbal.Ie d, and other mech-
anical events will occur. In an electrical phase. mo~t of the electrical,
circuits and, electronic components will be checked. During another phase.
propellants will be loaded. Pressurization of lines and tanks must be
accomplished. Each weapon system will be different in regards to the
phases. In the Thor. for exarnpl e, there are five distinct phases, but
in the Titan there are only three. Others may still be different. but most
all systems have similar basic requirements.

The time element is very important, and it is imperative that the
countdown time be kept to a minimum. Therefore, the events are arranged
in a sequence that will be most conductive to sav.ing time. In some sys-
tems, there are eight or nine hundred events that must occur in their
proper sequence; and SOme events, because of their nature, must occur
as prerequisites to others. Because of this the sequencing equipment is
so designed that the failure of anyone event will result in a "hold'i, or in
some cases, a termination of.ethe countdown. If the countdown is term-
inated, the missile must be returned to the standby or ready condition by
correcting, the malfunction. If a launch is still desired the countdown
must be started at the beginning." If the malfunction r e.sulted in a "hold",
countdown may be resumed after corrective action has been taken. There
ar eLirrrit s as to howLong a "hold" may continue without resulting in a
shutdown.

As you can see a countdown is much more than a mere ritual. Much
planning has gone into the proper arrangement of the events; and unless
all of these events occur properly. all resistances, voltages and pressures
are within their tolerances" and all the other requirements are met, launch
will not occur 'and everything done may have been done in vain.
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-SUMMARY

As you can see, the Support Base has certain funct ions and responsi-
bilities that are suppl ementar y to those of the Launch Site. As in any
organization, team work and an understanding of all the various functions
in the organization are necessary to accomplish the squadron objeotives -
to be able to defend the nation at an instant's noti ce , This not only re-
quires team work and an understanding of all the various jobs, but
especially high skill levels of all the individual people in their own jobs.
Only then can we measure up to this objective.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Who has the responsibility of establishing the ready condition of
a mis sile system? '

2. Give some of the factors that are considered in the selection of
a launch support area.

3. What is the purpose of the countdown?

4. Why is the storing of liquid oxygen in the missile tanks impractical?

5. Who is the officer in Charge of the launch site?

6. Who is responsible for ac cornpl ishtng or gariiaat ionaf typ~
maintenance ·atthelaunoh site?

7. What .ar e the by-products of ·aLOX ·plant?

7
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DAY54
NEWDEVELOPMENTS'

OBJECl'IVES:

To acquaint you with the current and future space proje~ts amdwith
the, current and proposed developments in the missile f~eld.

INTRODUCTION: ,
J.

A look into the history of rocketry goes back several centuries to
the Chinese whoare given credit for havLng fi~st used this' principle of
propulsion. Their vehicles were crude when compared to those, of today, .
but the principles of propulsion (forqe that tnade their vehicle go) were
essentially the same as those used in current missiles • ,The mE!thodsof
producing this force has changed greatly; an~ the current vehicles have
very little resenblence to those ,built by the. ab:iri.e~e.·' . " ' ,

, ,
. . ,

Rocketry, as we knowit, has a ,more rece~t begi'nning, haviq.g,been
born during the first quarter of this century. :Dr. RC?be'rtGoc1.d,Eirdis
recognized as the father of American rocke'j:.ry, ~nd ~e ma.4eh:l~';findings
and evaluation about the time of World Har I and in the deea.de fpJ.low1ng.
Early work of this nature was done in Gerlllanyabou,t'..:t::hesame,'t~~ by
H.Oberth. The valid claim to a .1first·i in this field goes 'to .1;.he.
Russians. They had begun research in the .same aJ;'eaat.,th~ end, 'Of~e.
nineteenth century. , ,.' , " "

" .
I. .,"

With the advent of rocketry, dreams of:some day 'trav~~4-"tP the,'
moonbegan to take on a newmeaning. ThS{;ledreams h<3.d a¢,tu:~.J4;j :)eguri,
after the invention of the telescope, whenman'gottb.e ;i.d;ea.'1;.bat'the
moonmight be another solid sphere akin to,. the ..e~~th;, ,'i;>ut: :~:', O~._ a;t " .
that time could visualize a means of tra.vel:i;·ngin. the, t~.,~r. enVironment
that existed between the earth and moo:p... ".; . "~'.' , .

.~ I'

With the progress that has occurred in recentyearl?,1~.,the field: of·
propulsion and the development of huge vehicile's capable' of oarrying' tons
of propellants, space travel including, the poss~~ility of t;ra.v~lin€tt<tl,
other planets has taken giant stri'des.. Events are occ~r;lng e'l1erYday
tha t are making thoughts along these lin~s more l'e.alist.ic'.· .:". . I

,'. "I· •
f, ,' •.•

. To coordinate our efforts in the If'ield of rocketry and. .sPa,c.e.'
exploration, a national organization was f01"medwhich 1$ know, as, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.' .

1.
,~ j
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T::E N/,TION.~.L AERONAu"TICS AND SPACE ADgINISTRATION

1"ni5 administration, hereafter referred to as NASA, has a five point
program.

* Tne development of a comprehensive program for the study of
peaceful utilization of spacP..

* Conducting research leading to practical solutions of problems
of aeronautics and space flight.

* DcveLop i.ngand opcr-rt tng appropriate. vehicles for scientific
investigation and practical utilization of space for peaceful
purposes.

* Arranging for participation by the scientific community in
planning and conducting scientific flight of aircraft and
space vehicles.

* Providing for the widest prac t tcab.l,e and appropriate dissemination
of information concerning these activities and results.

The above stc.tment.sdescr-Ibe the mission, or missions that were assign-
ed to this organization, and give a general idea of ~~e broad area of
responsibilities that it has in launcing our nation into the space age.

To guide the per-sonne L assigned to NASA, (vht.ch includes military
personnel and prominent scientists) the organization w~s given three
objectives.

* To produce scientific data on the enva rorraerrt of our so.Lar system
and ga~xy, essential to all space utilization and better
understanding of the physical universe and its relation to men.

* To study practical applications. of earth satelilites to weather
research and forecasting, long distance communication,
navigation and sImtLaz' tasks.

* To explore the problems 01' IDi1nin spo.ce, at first in short'
earth satellites and later in flights to the moon and beyond.

In the National Aeronautics and Space Act" vh Lch established NASA,
great emphasis was placed on the promotion of international cooperatIon
in outer space. This program of cooperation includes sueh things as
joint, satellite projects in which the US provides the booster and the
other country provides the hardware of instruments and other devices at
their expense. Launches are made in the US under US control and super-
vision. There a.re other aspects of this cooperative program, such as
joint sounding rocket projects, ground based support projects and others.
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SPACE FLIGHT PROGRlI.MS

.~

These programs include the scientific exploration or space, the
application of meteorology and communications, and the man"'in-space
program and are accomplished at rour centers. The first of these, the
God~rd Space Flight Center, is located at Beltsville, ~ryland, near
Hashington as shown in Figure 1. This center is rel;iponsible ;for all
the orbiting satellites, suoh a6 Echo and ~lros.Wallops Island Station,
whi.ch is located at Wallops Island, v«, is responsible for launching
facilities for sounding rockets and for the Scout vehicle. 1;. sounding
rocket is one that will go up to 4000 miles, or one earth's radius, and
then rall back to earth. It carries a relatively inexpensive payload
that is easy to launch and may be used to gain information that is.
needed in preparation or satellite flights.

The Jet Propulsion Labratory is a part or the California. Institute
of Technology, and voz-ks for NASA under contract. It is r~sponsible
for lunar and planetary missions.' The f9urthinstallation of the Space,
Flight Program is the Space Tsk',Group located at Langel;y Field, v«,
This installation has the rull management responsibil~ty of our man-
in-space program.

r -
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NASA Facilities and population - Figure 1

Life Sciences
"

The second technical program considered is the Life SCiemces Program,
This program consists or biology, medf.cfne , and behavorial scLences ~
These activities are conducted ~t the Ames Research Centerl located at
Morfet Air Force Base near San FranCisco, and have a twofold program.
The first objective is to study theerfect of extraterrestrial, (that is
out of the atmosphere) environmept on all'types of living organisms,
and the second involves the medical a.nd bioengineering effort required in
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su?port of our man-in-space program. Tnis has an immediate application to
Project l1ercur;yand will continue to be used in subsequent programs,
euch as Apollo.

Located at the Ames f'ncility arc vrind tunnels ranging from subsonf.c
to supersonic, as 1-Tellas hypervelocity. The l.a.tterC3..ngive simulated
velocities up to 25 to 30 times the speed of sound. Here projectiles can
be fired from guns into a controlled envi ronmerrt which closely resembles
the condition of a re-entry vehicle coming back into the earth's atmos-
phere. This portion of the program is concerned with giving protection
and pe rf'ormance in manned space flight. .

That portion of the p:.:oe;ramdealing "I-lithbiomedical phenomena is
concerned with two characteristics of the space environment which are not
present on earth. They are, first, the broad spectrum of unfiltered
ionizing radiation, and second, the phenomenon of weightlessness. Of
these twc, v7eightlessness is the greater unknown, Of primary concern is
the effect of weightlessness on such thir~s as bodily functions,
electrical phenomena associated 1-lithbrain activity, functioning of the
heart and the breathing mechanism, 0.::; vcLl,as the effect on fe;r'tili~t;i,on
and genetic processes.

In the behavori~l category, the vital interest ~s in the eftect$
of ilosation, confine:went, and "leiehtlessness on the nervous systera,
wherein performance is orginated. This includes problems of vigilqnce,
fatigue and motivation.

The Launch Vehicle Programs

Included in this program is the \vorl~that is being done in 'thear-ea
of propul.saon technology. T1.roof the ma j o.rprojects are the CQntQ,ur and
the Saturn. This work is being conducted :J.tthe George C ~·~rsh~~:US},Xlce
Flight Center located at Huntsville Alabama. This center alsQ operates
facilities located at both the Atlantic and Pacific Missile ~ange$.

At Huntsville the capabilities include research, development 1

construction, and static firing. The ~ turn boostcr-, for example, ·h~~
been sucessfully fired at full thrust and for full duration.

The technical program is managed by four program offices vb.j,c4
report to Head~uarters of NASi\.. They are the Launch Veh~~le Off~ce,
Space Flight, Advanced Research, and the Life Sciences.

NASA PROJECTS

First a look into propulsion research wne re Nil.SAhas conduct-ed
programs relating to chemical, nuclear and electrical rockets is provided.

Propulsion Problems

One aspect of concern is the problem of specific ~mpulse of propel-
lants. Specific impulse can be thought of as a measure of the effic~ency
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of the utilization of the propellant. nlere is a ,direct relationship
Qet~een jet horsepower per pound of thrust and specific ~pu1se.

The problem with chemical fuels is that the total horsepower in,the
jet thrust must be provided by the chemical energy in the fuels. ,
Consequently, the major problem is to get fuels with a high'energy content
in order that the specific impulse can be increased. At,'the present time,
research has just about reached the limit of the possibilities of chemical
fuels.

To extend these limits, research has been conducted on shch thiD$s as
tri-propellants, but the outcome of this is very 'l1ncertain,,and a very
large increase of specific impulse of' chemical fuels ,is not practically
obtainable in the reasonable near- future. ' ,

The next step is the nuclear rocket, where the situ.a.tion is different.
Here plenty of fuel energy is available but the problem is 'how to use it.
Specific impulse of nuclear fuel is sufficiently hi,gh for use in inter-
planetary travel, but the basic problem of reaching' impOSSible temperatures
for the materials, both in the reactor and in other parts of the components,
such as the nozzle throat, must be solved.

The third concept of propulsion is the eJ,.ectricrocket, the so-called
ion engine. As the specific impulse of the electric 'rocket is: increased,
the problem of extremely high temperatures does nptexist., However,
another one does exist, and that is the very ;high pb"TeJ7 "req,uirements
accompanying a high increase in specific impulse. Th:i,s:pq\"er Lncrease
must be met by means or nuclear reactors and electriei3.l"gener?-ting ,
machinery. This, then, brings up the problem of weight~nliendurance.

This large weight prohibits the use of electric~lrockets for
launching vehicles from the earth, but it is a practical'~eans o'f
accelerating vehicles once they are placed into space. There ,a small
amount of power will provide a continued accieleratio~~ ,

, ,

The above discussion points up some of the ':pl'Iob:t~m a:teas in the!
development of high energy propellants. Much of this research bas' been
conducted by NASA, or by institutions that are under C9~E;1.6tto,NASA.

, ,
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E::l.nIn Space Program

The ~~n-in-space program as indicated in Figure 2 is perhaps the one
most 1nm:;ediateimportance. Tnis program f'alls into three general ~ypes of'
::::issions. Tnese are mannedorbit around the earth, man traveling through
the enterplanetary medium, and man exploring the moonand other planets.

CALENDAR YEAR
68 69 70

SUBon' IT Al fLIGHT OF AN ASTRONAUT
ORBITAL rliGiH OF AN ASTilorL~UT
IC,i?ACT Lt.ND!:lG Of 1::STRUi.mm ON MOON
PLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PROTOTYPE ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
SOH LANDING OF INSTRUMENTS ON MOON
LJ.u :CHING 3·STAGE SATURN C·1
ORBITI:iG ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
U" :.~:':~;imPLANETARY RECm:::AISSANCE
APOaO PROTOTYPE CAPSULE TEST
fliGHT Of 3·ST AGE S.\ TUr.:J C·2
1;L;ClEAP. l:OGET H!GHT TEST
SPACWlAH III plA!~aM:Y ORBIT
11 AN~.~L> O::BlT Al LABORATORY
MAliNED CIRCUMLUNAR fliGHT
MANNED LUNAR LANDmG

~~Id
I b
I C1 1\

i 10 I
: I 101
:! I 101

I I
ii 0

I. 0' I

i I! I' ()

____ '--_'---'!---.J.----'-i---.l...I--'---'-_.l-I~ o_.c~._

NASAMission ~tilestones - Figure 2

The f'irst step for the mannedexploration of' space is Project:
Mercury. The goal of' this project is to put a man into anDrbitmor-e
than a hundred miles above the earth, let him circle the earth at least
three times, and then bring him back saf'ely. As of' this writing, two
mannedsub-orbital f'lights into space have been mande, and present ~lans
call f'or the next trip to be an orbital f'li~1t.

The booster vehicles f'or the sub-orbital f'lights were Redstone
missiles, and for the orbital f'lights they will be Atlas .mt.ssLl.es., ,In
each a Little Joe booster is used as an emergency escape system.

Tne orbital f'lights, like the sub-orbital, will be launched f'rom
Cape Canaveral. The Atlas booster will place the spacecraft into orbit.
at a speed of' about 18,000 miles per hour •. Af'ter three orbits, each of'
which will take about 90 minutes, the pilot will f'ire small rockets which
will slow the capsule I s speed slightly. This ,.nll be just enough to allow
the earth I s gravity to start pulling the capsule down. As it enters the
atmosphere, drag will slmV'it dovn to about 700 miles per hour. This will
be followed by a series of' parachirte s which will be deployed to gently
lower the craf't into the Atlantic Ocean.
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Project Mercury is only the first step in our man-in-space program.
~ Tbe next step is designated Project Apollo.

Apollo is a more sophisticated program in which man actually performs
useful functions in space. This spacecraft will be capable of manned
circumlunar flight as a logical step tm·ra.rdthe goal of eventually landing
man on the moon.

This program has two mission objectives. The first is flight to the
vicinity of the moon, and the second is an orbiting laborator, in earth
orbit, as a necessary step before permanent manned space stations can be
established in earth orbit. The circumlunary flight will involve the
solution of many problems associated with a manned landing on the moon.
This is especially true of earth re-entry and recovery. The vehicle
for boosting Apollo into space is the Saturn launch vehicle.

A modular concept may be employed in the design of the Apollo space-
craft. This concept means that various building blocks, or modules, are
employed for different phases of the system.

The first of these would be the command center, which would house the
three man crew, and the second woul.d be the propulsion unit which could
serve to make midcourse and terminal guidance corrections, but its main
purpose would be to provide propulsion for emergency escape considerations
at any speeds up to maximum velocity. In this sense it might be compared
with the escape tower on the Mercury capsule. .

The command center and the propulsion modul.e would Pfobably be the
same, regardless of the mission; that is, earth orbit, or circumlunar
flight. The third module, the mission module, would differ, depending
on the mission. It could serve as an earth-o.rbital laboratory, with
ample capacity for scientific instrumentation and reasonably long
lifetimes in orbit.

Other developments are needed before this system is z-eady, One is an
environmental control system which will be capable of supplying a livable
atmosphere for a crew for ~everal weeks. Attitude control systems ,{ill
have to be fuilt and tested, and suitable power supplies will have to be
developed.

A major requirement is an on-board propulsion systme which will have
to get the spacecraft back toward earth from any prace between here and the
moon in case the launch vehicle malf'unctions, or any other emergency occurs.

Following the completion of Project Apollo, the next projects will
include space stations and lunar landings and ·eXI>loration.
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Lunar Programs

~.

As indicated in figure 3, NASAwill progress into a four stage lunar
program. These are rough landing, soft landing, precise orbit, and soft
landing mobile.

;.~..

s

,.)
I

69 70

Lunar Program

Figure 3

The first of these, the rough landing stage, will have the code name
Ranger. Project Ranger, using the Atlas Agena B launch vehicle, '-Till first
be launched in a highly elliptical earth orbit. Tnis ,.;rill.be to check such
subsystems as attitude control and telemetry, plus ~king eA~ensive'measure-
mentis of interplanetary radiations, particles and fields using various
pieces of complex equipment.

J. •. 8
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The final objective of Project Ranger is to land an instrumented capsule
_ or,t.::lelunar surface, and to view the lunar surface with television and

g~T~ ray spectrometry during the descent phase of the flight:

During early phases of the flight attitude control jets will maintain
three-axis stabilization with the solar panels oriented toward.s the sun and
the high gain antenna pointed toward the earth. During the last ten hours
of the 66 hour flight, the gamma ray spectrometer is expected to be monitor-
ing radioactivity in the lunar surface, which will provide clues to the
nature of the lunar formation.

At about 2000 miles altitude, the vidicon telescope will be activated,
and will take approximately 100 pictures prior to the firing of t~e capsule
retrorocket at slightly under 20 miles altitude. These pictures will be
televised back to earth.

. 'llielanding capsule will carry a highly sensitive single axis seismo-
meter. The instrument will remain active for from 1 to 3 months and will
indicate any seismic activity present in the lunar surface due to internal
disturbance or meteoroid impact. Five flights are planned for this project,
terminating some time in 1962.

Project Surveyor, using the Centaur as its launch vehicle, will begin in
1963, and it will include seven attempts to land several hundred pounds of
equipment on the moon. (See Centaur in Figure .4).

STAGES
1ST STAGE LOX/RP (ATlAS)

--,2ND STAGE LOX/LH
INITIATED

LATE 1958

EMPLOYMENT
LUNAR AND PLANETARY EXPLORATION

. 24 HOUR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE

.1ST LAUNCHING
MID 1961

MISSION CAPABILITY
300 N. MI. ORBIT • 8,SOO LBS.
LUNAR PROBE· 2,500 LBS.

f
l

Centaur - Fie;ure 4
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'lnese vill be soft landings. Info. J.:1tion gained with this project
vill be required by both more advanced unmannedand manned landing
mi.as i.ons . This "rill include guidance, control, comrnunications, power'
and landing technology.

Project Surveyor "rill land about 750 pounds on the lunar surface, of
which about 250 pounds vTill be scientific instrumentation. This vrill
include several television ceme'ras , some with color-stereo capabil;t ties.
There will be equipment for measuring chemical and mineralogical
composition of surface and subsurface sa::"1}?lescollected 1-rith the aid of
drills. Physical properties of the samples, such as density, magn~tic
permeability, electrical resistivity, t~ermal conductivity and hardness
will be determined.

Also included in Project Surveyor will be missions of precise lunar
orbitor which will be used for obsel~tional purposes in conjunctipn with
surface exploration.

Project Prospector, using a S~t~n ~s its launch vehicle, w~ll be a
continuation of the Surveyor pTozra::.. 'J. •• :'s will lend mobf.Li ty to the
observations.' A mobile vehicle \-:-ill be f::-ee to explore the sur-race of
the moon. A second payload Hill be an ac sercbLy of rockets and equd.pmerrt
to return a lunar sample to earth ,

This spacecraft vill probco Ly be used to supp.Ly nz,n once he has landed
on the moon, The mobile ve.•icle could be rercotely operated f'r omthe
Lunar- surface or it could be conve r-ted to a "jeep". T.le so..:;:.ple return
system could be used :fo::.-sending selected samp.Le s back to earth.

Planetary and Interplanetary Missions

Interplanetary missions are distinguis .•ed :fromplc.netc::.ry.~issions
by the fact that they do not rendezvous '-lith spacecra.rt, or plc.nets. 7.:ley
are sent deep into space to gather information such as radiction or
variations of magnetic ~ields. Planetary missions arc those tnat orbit
or land on other pl.::.1.netsor rendezvous \fith othe::- space vehicles.

The planetary programs are p.Lanned to be accomp.Lt shed in +wo phases.
The :first of these is knownas Project E::.riner, and the second is Project
Voyager.

Figure 5 indicates that ?-..coject~~.:1riner"rill be launched by using the
Centaur launch vehicle with the first attempts of' this program planned :for
sometime in 1962. This "'ill be a :flight to the vicinity of Venus. i TIm
more attempts of this kind are planned prior to1964. At that time a more
advanced version of the Mariner spacecraft is expected to be sent to the
vicinity of Mars.
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Planetary and Interplanetary Program

Figure 5

The purpose of Mariner is to study radiation enroute, and to scan the
planets for surface temperature distribution, examine the atmospheric con-
stituents, and to study the magnetic field. Also, if the spacecraft gets
close enough, the radiation detectors may obtain useful information relating
to trapped particles near the planet surfaces.

One problem in the program for exploring Venus and Mars is the fact
that Venus is in a suitable position at intervals of about one and one-half
years and Mars about two years. That means that if' one of these schedules
is missed, considerable time is lost~efore it is again practical to make
another attempt.

Following closely on the heels of Project Mariner is the more advanced
program of Project Voyager, this will be a Sutury launched vehicle vThich
will be capable of orbiting a 2400 pound capsule arqund Venus or Mars,
and this capsule will in turn, while it is still orbiting, be able to eject
a several hundred pound capsule capable of surviving atmpspheric entry and
descent to the surface of the planet (See Figure 6). Thus the orbiting
capsule would observe the planet and its atmosphere from several hundred
miles, while the landing capsule would make detailed measurements during
descent and on the ground. Data from the orbiting capsule would be
relayed back to E rth by means of television.
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Other Projects

There are many other projects with which Kf"SA is concerned. T.:1e
Pioneer Space Probes and Project Echo are tlVO of these.

Project Echo is part of the.passive communications satellite progra:n.
The term passive means that the spacecraft is merely a reflector of siS~~ls
transmitted from the ground. The Echo spacecraft is a large sphere,lOO
feet in diameter, the skin bein0 a thin plastic with a film of aluminum on
the outside. Radio signals were sent to the Sphere by ground transmitters
and reflected back to the ground receiver.

Following the passive communications progr~, we have the active
communications program. This differs from the passive in that the vehicle
carries a radio receiver and transmitter. Signals sent from the earth are
received in the satellite and retransmitted back to earth.

SUMl-.1ARY:

There are many other NASA projects -r.hatcould be mentioned; however',
from. what has been presented here, it can be see::lthat NASA is concerned
with all aspects of space travel. They are concerned vnth aerospace
medicine, propulsion techniques and develo?ing space vehicles. All of these
programs are conducted with peaceful purposes in mind. However, all of
them can be easily adapted to military requirements if the need arises.
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Q~TIONS:~-
1. NASAhas five parts to their mission. Whatare they?

2. Whereare the various Space Flight Centers located in NASAand what
is their basic responsibility?

3. Whatare the basic missions for the Manin Space Program?

4. Whatis Apollo Programand what are the B sic objectives?

5. Whatis Project Ranger and what will be its launch vehicle?

6. Whatis Project Surveyor?

7. Whatis Project Prospector?
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8. vJhat is Project Mariner?

9. What booster vehicle will be used for the. above projects?

REFERENCE:
Current Nissile and Avia.tion publications.

Aeronautical and Space Sciences Report to Eight-Seventh Congress
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